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ABSTRACT 
Software defined networking (SDN) is combine approach of 
connection oriented technologies and routing overlay 
technology presenting new opcn and programllloble network. 
Decoupling control and data plWIC from network devices anti 
bring control plane in logically centralized SON controller 
which can be then act as network operating system. 

This paper is to present an OpenFlow controller - Floodlight 
Controller. The Floodlight Controller realizes a set ofcommon 
functlonalities to control and inquire an OpenFlow network, 
while applications on top of it realize different features to 
solve different user needs over the network. Floodlight 
consists of controller modules that implcment core network 
services a softwarc defined network would expose to 
applications, and application modules thnt implement 
solutions for different purposes. 

Keywords 
Software defmed network, floodlight controllcr 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Software Defined Networking 
This is an era of internet whieh highly dependent on network 
for performance. In this, infrastructure has main two 
components such as simple, vendor neutral & future proof 
hardware and flexible software. These things are considered as 
properties of ideal network [I], but exception is legacy 
network which dose not f:J licfy any of the abovo goolD. In 
legacy infrastructure decis ion making functionality is 
available inside the device for that control plane & data plane 
work together and make complex and hard to network 
manager. Software defined networking is programmatic 
operator network interface, which helps to address a wide 
verity of operator requirements without chauging any of the 
lowcr Icvel requirements of the network (2J 

Benefits of Software Defined Networking 

• Programmability 

• Openness 

• Centralized control 

• Abstraction & VirtualizaLion 

• Rapid Innovation 

1.2. Software Defined Networking (SDN) 
Architecture 
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comes into the picture. It provides open user controUed 
managcment o r the forwarding hardware of a network 
dement. Network hardware devices keep their switching 
fabric D.nd handover their intelligence to the controller .SDN 
decouple control and data plane and brings control plane 
logically ccntralized, Tbis network operation system is known 
as software defined networking controller which helps to 
control ,change ,manage network behaviour dynamically 
through software interference[3]. 

Fig. I demonstrates the different layers and components of 
SDN architecture. 
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Fig. I Architecture of SDN 

A£ shown in Fig. l SON nrchiteclure has below mentioned 
layers 

• Infrastructure layer 

This layer includes network devices such as routers, switches, 


middle boxes, firewall etc. Flow based forwartiiug carried out 

through these network devices. 

• Control layer 
Network operating system is a part of Control layer w hich 
control low level infrastructure resources which are logically 
centralized controller. This layer present abstract view over 
infrastructure layer which enabled administrator to apply 
custom polices over lower layer of SDN controUer which act 
as brain of network. 

SON controller broadly divided into two categories: 

1. OpeD SOurce single instance controller 

2. Closed source distributed controller 

• Application la yer 
This layer act as platform on top of the various nctwork 
applieations. This layer provides services managed by 
applications such as adaptive routing, network monitoring, 
security management, net\ ...ork virtualization etc. 

• Interlaces 
SDN architecture consist of different interfaces such as 

Northbound interfaces 
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'nH! northbound applic'ltion programming inlt.:rliH:C (A PIs) is 
Interface betwecn thc softww-c module of cOlllrollcr platform 
layer and applicntionlayer is nOl1hbound inwrfucc, it im:ludcs 

RESTfuli API" adboe API" NVP NI3AI'I, SDMN API. 

2. 	 SouthboWld interfaces 

The southbound application progrmllllling interface is 

interface betweel\ control layer and infrastructure layer it 

includes opcnflow, OVSDB. L2, L3 agent 

3. Eastbound - Westbound Interface 
This controller used for multi controller based architecture 
eastbound westbound interface where it used 10 communicate 
between controllers. 

1.3. Wireless SDN 
WiwFi network have several unique propel1ies over the wired 
network. SDN was first applied to wired enviromnent and 
now wireless SDN is new opportunity for research. In SOWN 
architecture wireless tennination point (WTPs] refer to 
physical devices coincide with Access point (APs] form 
infrastrueturc layer .WTPs communicate with remote SDWN 
controller through secure channel. 

SDWN architecture has two different models [4): 

1. Centralized wireless network [centralized SOWN] 

2. Distributed wireless network [Distributed SOWN] 

Main funclionalilies in wireless eovirorunenl arc managing 
wireless access point, user verification, mobility and handoff 
management, security etc. 

2. 	 LITERATUREREVlEW 
SON has long history it introduced in mid-I 990 and still new 
approaches and improvements are going on for making it open 
and programmable. There are many open controller nsed to 
improve SDN performance and provide seeurity to SON. Nick 
fearnster eLal[5] all in their paper explained timeline history 
of SDN in three scction active network (mid 1990-2000), 
control data separation (2001-2007). open flow and neLwork 
operating system (2007-2010). Shah et all explained in [6 Jthe 
detailed architecture four open flow controller namely NOX, 
Becan, Maestro and floodligh~ they provided detailed 
evolution of these 4 controller, results of this evolution used as 
a key guideline for architecture to improve existing or new 
arehiteeture plane. Porras eta!. [7] focused on security issue 
ofSDN by explaining security enhaocedwversion of floodlight, 
this is known as SEwfloodlight with security enforcement 
kernel. Wallner et.al. [8J addressed issues like quality of 
serviees of SON, what is importance of QoS in SON and how 
to managed QoS services through SDN. They provide solution 
as Queue based classification in OVS. Riggio et.al.[9J 
proposed programm.ing abstract for \vireless SON it includes 
different types of abstractions like Light Virtual Access Point 
(LVAP) abstraction, Resource Pool abstraction, Channel 
Quality and Interference Map abstraction, Port abstraetion etc. 
Below table (Table No.1) shows some of the open source 
controller available which used in SDN 

'I'lIblc J. Open Source SDN Controllers (16) 

Contruller 

I 

Crellt 

cd by 

Open,Flow 

version 

Description 

NOX Nicira 1.0, 

1.3 

Multithreaded, 

asynchronous, event 

based programmable 

model by Nieira .ils 

first controller . 

POX Nicira 1.0 Python based 

modular controller. 

Beacon Stanfo 

rd 

univcr 

sity 

1.0.1 Multithreaded event 

based • cross 

platform java based 

controller 

Maestro Rice 

univer 

sity 

1.0 High perfol1llance 

using multithreaded 

java based controller 

Floodlight Big 

Switc 

h 

Netwo 

rks 

1.0 Java based Modular 

arcbitecture 

Floodlight-

plus 

Big 

Switc 

h 

Netwo 

rks 

!.3 New version of 

tIoodlight for 

supporting OF 1.3 

Ryu NIT 

Labs 

1.4 Com.ponent based, 

pythou based 

controller 

Open 

Daylight 

Linux 

Found 

ation 

1.0, I.3 Modular java based 

3. 	 SYSTEM MODEL AND ITS DESIGN 
GOALS 

3.1. System Model 
Fig. 2 demonstrates the systcm modcl, which consists of 3 
components' such as Application layer of SDN, SON 
Controller and Infrastructure layer. 

fffcij 
O;;partrne,,1 0' -	 24liE~~~SKNCOE. .y . 

.~.~ 
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Appl i cation layer 

GPnl 
"' ...... " ..""'''''''''~ 

SON controll er (network operating 

system /network services) 

Infrastructure layer 

Network Network,.. ,,, .. ,,, .. ,, 
I 

devicel devicel 

Fig. 2 System Model 

SON Controller in nothing but the control layer of the 
architecturc which work as a centralized controUer. This 
controller allows infrastructure admin to apply custom policics 
over the coDtrollaycr in short controller is act as a brain of a 
network. 

3.2. Design Goals 
This proposed SON controller service should achieve below 
mentioned design objectives: 

• 	 High availability - Implementing high availability 
by providing cluster of controllers. 

• 	 Reliability - ReUabiiity of SON controller relies on 
aetive-standby mode by cont.roller node. secure 
connection between controller and switch nodes, 
multi-controllers based on openflow. 

• 	 Scalability - Scalability of SDN controller relies on 
node upgrading without service intenupLion and 
unique node upgrade in the distribute systems 
without any influence on the whole system. 

• 	 Improvc overall performance of SON 

4. 	 PROPOSED SYSTEM 
Proposed system is consisting of implemenLing floodlight 
controller in SDN to improve its perfonnanee by overcoming 
the current gaps it has. Floodlight has a syne module. which is 
designed to allow for multiple floodlight instances to work 
collaboratively Wld share/sync state between each other. It 
isn't integrated into the controller core though but the 
ISyneService module is missing which heJps to share 

inlonnution between controllers in 0 cluster in order to 
maintain stale: between the controllers. ISyncServicc is .1 

Floodlight service provided by thc syne module lor 
implementing high ilvuilability amongst a cluster ofFloocilight 
controllers. 'l1\e idea is that module can become IStorcC1icnts 
and ISton.:Lis\ellcrs in order to notify or be notified upon u 
stole changc of the controllcr cluster. Having a robust ilnd 
well-tested sync module would add .. lot of value 10 
floodlight. 

Floodlight control is Ute baek bone of Ulis system; the 
Floodlight Opcn SDN Controller is an enterprise-class, 
Ap;lche-liecllsed, Java-based Open Flow Controller. It is 
supported by a community of developers including n number 
of enginccrs from. Big Switch Networks. Fig. 3 demonstrates 
the 'modular architecture' is used to describe the architecture 
of Floodlight ControUer. 

RUl Appr..~ti<>n' 

A~·.,:,I,I'iIl"Ii" a...;WrI'1I1'I !.,... '.[. T 

.M·: t'l'$oJ~ , rq.I'u.:, ;~",,,,,,:~, :J~" ...."""'.~ 

REST API 

'~lr.~~ ., 
,,--, 
"--:~,, h. l... 

..... ·ft 4 1\ooJ< 

Fig. 3 Architecture of Floodlight Controller [8) 

4.1 System Architecture 
OFSwitchManager is a Floodlight module designed to manage 
all the OpenFlow switches connected to the Floodlight 
controller. It can be used to gel references to and interact with 
switches such as send OFMessages like OFFlowMods and 
OFPaeketOuts. Modules can leverage the OFSwitchManager 
by requesting a reference 10 the IOFSwitehService. 

Services Provided 

• IOFSwitchService 


Service Dependencies 

• 	 IFloodlightProviderService 

• 	 lDebugEventServiee 

• 	 IDebugCounterService 

• 	 ISYDeService 

Fig. 4 shows the system architecture of the proposed system 
whicb has clusters of coDtrollers whieb helps to aehieve high 
availability, for this Dew service ISyneServiceis introduced. 

o.,,,artment of Co., ,;utar Englneu~ 19 
r SKNCOE. Pun8 411041 
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Fig. 4 Sysfem Architectul'c 

• ISyncService 
rSyneService is a Floodlight service provided by the sync 
module for implementing high availability amongst a cluster of 
Floodlight controllers. This is a module designed to maintain a 
database that is effectively mirrored across all participating 
controllers. 

ISyncService is implemented as a singleton module thal 
maintains the sync state for a given controller_ Each controller 
will have a separate ISyncService module that communicates 
with other controllers' ISyncService modules. . , ,,----.......,

r(/-'~~y-- ')_______L 

\ T----------. 
\~-=- - ----l~--~: 

.... ---- '~' .~ : 

II ~=1 ---_m ___ ml 
: 

\=-.- -:;/
""----_..-,," ,- ............ __.......-.",;,,-""------- -' 


Fig.5 Positioning oflSyncService 

4.2 Mathematical Model 
SDN-based network there are flow levet and packet level 
services.where packet consider as basic unit of services for 
packet level based system and flow between controller and 
switch as basie unit for flow level based system. 

Consideriog both packet-level and flow-level arrival processes 
in the network implies unique arrival and service characteristics 
and requirements. [13] 

Packet enter in system goes to controller at least ones. For two 
node in system (""ntroller an~troller -""ntroller) 

,.,~.., ---. 
Department of l ~~c;gln~ 

SK', . 11 

rorwarding queue of the type M/Glliand f~dback queu..: or 
delay loss type M/GIIl - S can be consider ror both type of 
system. Oases on that perfonnance measure CUll be calculnled. 
[14] 

COl/troller 

'. _-_.-. --- ._. _ ._. -.- -- -- - / 

Switch 
A Simple model of <lR OpenFlow ~wi!Ch. 

Fig. 5 A Simple model of an OpenFlow swi1ch{l4J 

Controller J 

( · -· --~-__· -_· -·~=_·-_·_;_-yPb.PI)J.J...,_ · 

• M III ..--:---
!, ~1 1 

'.
(l,Pb) .P~j-:A.,-·- .-.· --- · - · -·-·-· _

/ ' - -_._. - ,_._- --- .-._._-_...... Pl}t·}... 

, S ' 

I I I (;;:Mf:=i::::::~ 
A. I<'

ControJ/er 2 
ASimple model of Controller Cluster. 

Fig. 6 A Simple model of controUer clusterU4! 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 
Software Defined Networking provides a fast, cross-hardware, 
and above all, inexpensive option for implementing network 
management solutions. TItis approach of using floodlight 
demonstrates the potential of SDN; however, Floodlight also 
required critical new features before is truly useful ill a 
production enviromnenL So the proposed system overcomes 
drawbaeks of Floodlight such as very limited configuratiou 
management aod lacks a high availability mechanism. Also if 
controller fails it eao quickly paralyze the entire network. New 
service introduced provides funetionality to floodlight to make 
it easy to take flfSt steps and develop some expertise in SDNs 
to overcome its challenges. 

This implementation can be modified so that it can re-usc by 
existing or modules implemented in future to able to sync there 
data in cluster based topology of flOodlight controllers 
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A Survey of Network Layer Attacks in 

MANET Using Sequence Diagram 
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ABSTRACT: MANET is a collection of the autonomous node. Mobility, dynamic topology, and self-organization of 
nodes are the features ofMANET. Due to these intrinsic features, MANET is more vulnerable to security attack than 
the traditional wired network. 
Security Prevention implemented for the traditional network is not suitable for MANET. To develop more secure and 
effective intrusion detection system, one must aware of possible security attack. 
Due to dynamic topology and multi-hop routing technique, the network layer of MANET prone to many attacks. In this 
paper, well-known network layer security attacks are modeled using a scquential diagram approach of Unified 
Modeling Language (UML). 

KEYWORDS: MANET, UML, Sequence Diagram, Network Layer Attack. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

MANET is the collection of autonomous nodes which are mobile innature and communicate with each other 
using multi- hop technique. The main purpose ofMANET is to provide communication in some situations where the 
services offered by both wired networks and WLAN are unavailable. MANETs are mainly useful for military and 
other applications such as emergency rescues. Security in MANET is more complex mainly due to its intrinsic features 
like mobile nodes, limited physical security, changing topology, scalability and lack of centralized management. A 
MANET is more prone to many different security attacks at all layers of communication, and these attacks can launch 
a lot of in consistencies in the network To develop good intrusion detection and prevention system, it is essential to 
understand the behavior of the attacks [7]. MANET based on open network architecture it allows a peer to peer 
connectivity betwcen nodes [6). Network layer plays a central part in the operation ofMANET where it is responsible 
for determining and maintaining network routes, delivery of packet from source to destination. Coo perative nature of 
network layer protocols makes network layer vulnerable to many different attacks such as Blackhole, wormhole, sleep 
attacks, sibyl attack, etc. These attacks introduce significant delays in the network, congestion and performance 
degradation. 

Understanding the behavior of network layer attacks is important to develop secure mechanisms for MANET. The 
aim of this papcr is to understand and model the behavior ofnetwork layer attacks using UML sequence diagram. 

nd '\"~e) 'uoe6pefl
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Classification of Attacks in MANETS A60\OU4JBl UO\leulJO 
Mobile Ad hoc networks are vulnerable to various attacks not only from outside but also from ~e network itself 
Ad hoc network are mainly subjected to two different levels of attacks [12). The first level of attack occurs on the basic 
mechanisms of the ad hoc network such as routing. Whereas the second level of attacks tries to damage the security 
mechanisms employed in the network. The attacks in MANETs are divided into two major types [9]. 

• Internal Attacks 
Internal attacks are directly leads to the attacks on nodes presen in network and links interface 
type of attacks may broadcast wrong type of routi i fu nn to other nodes. Internal attacks 
difficult to handle as compare to external attacks, b internal attacks occurs due more trust 
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routing information generated by compromised nodes or malicious nodes are difficult to identifY. This can be due to the 
compromised nodes are able to generate the valid signature using their private keys. 

• External Attacks 
TIlese types of attacks try to cause congestion in the network, denial of services (DoS), and advertising wrong routing 
information etc. External attacks prevent the network from nonnal communication and producing additional overhead 
to the network. External attacks can classify into two categories [10]: 

a Passive Attacks 
MANETs are marc susceptible to passive atlacks. A passive attack does not alter the data transmitted within the 
network. But it includes the unauthorized "listening" to the network traffic or accumulates data from it. Passive attacker 
does not disrupt the operation of a routing protocol but attempts to discover the important infonnation from routed 
traffic. Detection of such type of attacks is difficult since the operation of network itselfdoesn't get affected. In order to 
overcome this type of attacks powerful encryption algorithms are used to encrypt the data bcing transmitted. 

a Active Attacks 
Active attacks are very severe attacks on the network that prevent message flow between the nodes. However active 
attacks can be internal or external. Active external attacks can be carried out by outside sources that do not belong to 
the network. Internal attacks are from malicious nodes which are part of the network. internal attacks are more severe 
and hard to detect than external attacks. These attacks generate unauthorized access to network that helps the attacker to 
make changes such as modification of packets. DoS, congestion etc. The active attacks are generally launched by 
compromised nodes or malicious nodes. Malicious nodes change the routing information by advertising itself as haying 
shortest path to the destination. 

ACTIVE ATTACKS ARE CLASSIFIED INTO FOUR GROUPS: 
i. Dropping Attacks: Compromised nodes or selfish nodes can drop all packets that are not destined for them. 

Dropping attacks can prevent end-to-end communications between nodes, if the dropping node is at a critical 
poin!. Most of routing protocol has no mechanism to detect whether data packets have been forwarded or not. 

ii. Modification Attacks: Sinkhole attacks are -ihe example of modification attacks. These attacks modify 
packets and disrupt the overall communication between network nodes. In sinkhole attack. the compromised 
node advertises itself in such a way tbat it has shortest path to the destination. Malicious node than capture 
important routing information and uses it for further attacks such as dropping and selective forwarding attacks. 

iii. Fahrication Attacks: In fabrication attack, the attacker send fake message to the neighbouring nodes without 
receiving any related message. The attacker can also sends fuke route reply message in response to related 
legitimate route request messages [8]. 

iv. Timing Attacks: In this type of attacks. attackers attract other nodes by advertising itself as a node closer to 
the actual node. Rushing attacks and hello flood attacks uses this technique [II]. 

III. ANALYSIS OF NETWORK LAYER ATTACK 

A. BLACKHOLEA1TACK 

Blackhole Attack comes under a Denial ofService attack (Dos) which can perform by single compromised 
node or set of compromised nodes. Blackhole attack abuses the nature of reactive routing protocol, and it works in 
two phases in the first phase Compromised node adverrises itself as having the short and fresh route to the 
destination and drops the receiving packets without forwarding them further. The detailed procedure is as follows 
below in Fig. I 

!) An attacker compromises a malicious node 3 and initiates for Blackholeattack 
2) Source node! detects an event to establish a route to destination nodeS. 
3) Source nodel broadcast route request. . l<ava~ ~ 
4) Legitimate node 2 receives and broadcast the same request. .~..\ eS" 

(Source nodel-7 legitimate node2-7 legitimate node4-7 destination nodeS) . if r~ \. . 
5) Malicious node directly replies to..seorce node with a high destination sequence number: ..0 cr~~ ,.)

~~~ Ii), Oh,l"
6) Source node selec ~·.,~na~~cious node. ), /? ;;'\. 

' InlormstiO!llecn, ~~~~ 
rt ent 0' I Eng! ~ 5",,~' · 
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7) Source llode sends data packet. (Sourcenode 1-7 Maliciollsnode2) 

8) Malicious node2 refuses to transfer data packet.(Source nodel ~ malicious node2---DROP) 


~ 
Ei<tem,1 A1!aCI<e, 

• 2! Eve!ll2 

2,12 RouVl 
l ~ ,------·--,---t-· -------

2.4: Roule RoplY 

Path tor Oeta Traosre, 
4: Send 

t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 

Fig.1 UML Sequence Diagram for Black Hole Attack 

2.3.11 : Rwte Reply 

Om. Pad<el 

B. GRAY HOLE ATTACK 

Gray Hole is a special type of Blackhole attack. In which malicious node switches its state back and forth 
authentic to malicious [I ].Recognition of GrayHole attack is harder because, in contrast to Black Hole attacks where 
all packets drop, a Gray Hole attack drops only a subset of the packets and is thus more difficult to detect. Also, the 
attacker may drop the packets arbitrarily or according to any distribution. In a multi-hop network, it is difficult to 
distinguish a random packet drops caused by a Gray Hole attack from those eaused by congestion, 
A Gray Hole node may reveal its malicious behavior in several ways:
(i) It can drop packets with specific probability coming from certain nodes while forwarding packets from other 
nodes correctly, 
(ii) It can drop packets only for predefined time duration but may switch back to normal routing behavior later. 
(iii) It can combine the latter two scenarios 

The detailed procedure is as follows below in Fig.2 
I) An attacker compromises a malicious node 3 and initiates for gray hole attack 
2) Source nodel detects an event to establish a route to destination nodeS. 
3) Source node I broadcast route request to search for destination n e5, 

4) Malicious node3 receives and broadcast same requ 
5) (source node 1-7 malicious Node3-7 legitimate nnrf',JI,I;, Vdestination nodeS) 

V .ti~r ;~chno\ogy
Department ollntct::;~,fO!l~; n.ering 
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6) Source node select roule via malicious node and send data packet. 
7) The malicious node receives data packet then check for the particular condition if condition satisfies 

then forward the data packet to next hop (legitimate node4) Else drop the received data packet. 

~ 
External AIacJ<er 

1 ~~1j 
. tlilllito Mad< 

r'~:~· ·l: :,~~_t";:~i~ 
~- - ~- ~ 

2 

Fig.2 UML Sequence Diagram for Gray Hole Attack 

C. WORMHOLEA1TACK 

Two or more malicious nodes launch a wormhole attack using a private channel called tunnel, between 
them. At OIle end of the tunnel, a compromised node captures a control packet and sends it to another colluding 
node at the other end through a private channel, which rebroadcasts the packet locally. The attack normally 
works in two phases. In the first phase, the wormhole nodes get themselves involved in several routes. In the 
second phase, these malieious nodes start exploiting the packets they receive. These nodes can disrupt the 
network functionality in a number of ways. Wormholenodes can drop, modifY, or send data to a third party for 
mancious purposes. 
The detailed proeedure is as follows below in Fig.3 

1) An attacker compromises a malicious node 2 and mancious node4.Create a tunnel between them 
2) Source nodel generates an event, send data packet to destination node5. 
3) Malicious node2 receives a data packet from its neighbor node and tllen forwards that packet trough tunnel to 

malicious node4. 
4) Malicious node4 replays data packet. 
5) (source nodel-7 malicious Node2-7 malicious node4-7 malicious gateway) 

~ 
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Fig.3UML Sequence Diagram for WormHole Attack 

D. SYBIL ATTACK 

In Sybil attack, attacker compromise authentieation property of MANET. Sybil attacker may produce bogus 
identities of a nwnber of additional nodes. In this, a malicious node pretends itself as an enormous nwnber of nodes 
inslead of a single node. The additional identities tbat the node obtains are called Sybil nodes. A Sybil node may 
fonnulate a new identity for itself, or it steals an identity of the authentic node. 
The detailed procedure is as follows below in Fig.4 

I) An attacker compromises a malicious node3 and initiates for Sybil attack. 
2) Malicious node3 send a hello message with different identities to its neighbors. 
3) Malicious node may generate fake identities or steal from legitimate node 

4) Legitimate nodesnodel, node2 and node3 listen and update their routing table. 'cw.:.Jl!.is, attack 
authenticity requirement ofMENT is spoiled. (~~';ShIO~7~ 
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FigA UML Sequence Diagram for Sybil Anack 

E. JELLYFISH ATTACK 

Jellyfish attack is a sort of passive attack. In Jellyfish attack attacker purposely produces a delay in 
transmission and reception of data packets in the network. As a result, tbemessage cannot reach the destination 
within the hard deadline. This attack is difficult to detect. Sometimes messages are recorded or stored at the 
compromised node. Jellyfish attack further classified into three subcategories Jellyfish recorder attack, Jellyfish 
periodic dropping attack and Jellyfish Delay variance attack [3]. 
The detailed procedure is as follows below in Fig. 5 

I) An attacker ccmpromises a malicious node3 and initiates for jelly fish attack 
Source node I detects an event to forward data"io node2 that is on the routing path. 
(Source nodel ~ legitimate node 2 ~ malicious Node3~ legitimate node4~destination node3) 

2) Maticious node3 receives data from node2 and generates delay before transmitting data to next hop 
node. 
(Source nodel ~ node2~ malicious Node3-----~ node 4~ destination node 
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Fig.5 UML Sequence Diagram for Jelly Fisb Altack 

F. SLEEP DEPRiVATION ATTACK 

Sleep deprivation (SD) is also known as resource consumption attack. The aim of an intruder here is to drain 
off limited resources in the MANET nodes by constantly making them busy in processing unnecessary packets 
[l].Sleep deprivation attacks can be launched by flooding Wlnecessary routing packets to the targeted node. For 
example, attacker broadcasts a large number ofRREQ messages in route discovery phase.So all other legitimate 
nodes receive them and end up reducing their battery power while processing the received RREQs. 
The detailed procedure is as follows below in Fig.6 
I) An attacker compromises a malicious node3 and initiates for Sleep Deprivation attack. 
2) Malicious node3 send a route request to legitimate node2 and legitimate node4, which are in its range. 
3) Node2 and Node4 broadcast the same request. 
4) Malicious node continuously repeats step 2and3. 
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G. BYZANTINE ATTACK 

In this attack, Ibe aim of the intruder is to disturb the network service and degrade the perfonnance of the 
network. A compromised node works alone, or a group of compromised nodes work together and perfonn activities 
such as creating loops in routing paul, packets forwarding through non·optimal paths, or dropping packets 
selectively [4]. 
The detailed proccdurc is as follows below in Fig.7 

1) Anattackercompromisesomaliciousnode3andinitiatesfor Byzantineattack. 
2) Sourcenodeldetects an event to forward data to node2 that is on the routing path.(Source nodel ~legitimate 

node2~ malicious Node3~ legitimatcnode4~ destination node5) 
3) On receiving data from the node,two malicious node alter the routing path. 

Creates loop (node3"-7 node2"-7nodesl) 
4) Node 2 forwards the received data from node3 to nodel according to the altered routing path. Repeat 

steps2 thru step3. 

* ISoUfC9 Node 1 I 
IExternal Attacker j .. 
t 1: klttlateAllack I· ........ ] ....... · ..··· ·-1 .......··· 

I ' I2: EYert 2 , 2.1: Send(Data,DestinalJon) I I 


I 2.1.1:Send (Data,Destioofion) I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

2.1.1.1: Create Rooting Loop 
I 

2.1.1.2: Send (Data,Destinallon) I 
I 
I 
I 
I I 

r I I 
2.1.1.2.1: Send(Oata,Destination) I\.I""';~I ' ;,u,j P,~dq.."ColIIMliE<!"" 0 

----~, - -------~---

Fig.? UML Sequence Diagram for Byzantine Attack 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FuTURE WORK 

MANET used for military operation, or in a rescue operation like a flood, earthquake, etc. The main requirement of 
these applications is security. Due to intrinsic teatures of Ad·hoc network, MANET is more prone to security threat like 
a Blackhole, gray hole, sleep deprivation, wormhole attack. To protect MANET from an intruder, security attacks must 
be well studied to find countenneasures. In this paper, well·known network layer security attacks are modelled using a 
sequential diagram. This work provides a bctter understanding of attacks; it helps Ibe developer e secure 
MANET. ~?,\ a pe 

From the so fur discussion. it is clear Ulat MANETs are an easy host for se.veral type< nf a; <!Jti1?~Ole is\one 
of the renowned securities attacks in MANET in which attacker abuse the weakness of JteflCfive~outing Rtotb):ol. 
Compromised node advertISes It':5l-t~"' hnvine fho short and fresh route to the destillali()'J~ 31 tlr.<¥iLIIj, r.~"\iing 
packets. ~ .' ,1 't\ 

As a future work, .. ,g a Black Hole detection and prevention system that effectivel . et .. Is.and pt.!,v~nis the 
Black Hole attack m nVlronment wl/hile keepmg the mllllmum overhead WIll be the focus. ~. ./ 
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Authentication 
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Abstract 

This paper proposes pel/ormance evaluation of different distance measures used in color iris authentication. The color 
iris segmentation is carried out using histogram and circular Hough transfolm. The color iris features are extracted 
using histogram method. Different [/istallce measures are used/or iris authentication. The experimental evaluation shows 
that Euclidean and Manhattan distance are computationally efficient as compared to other distances. The proposed 
method gives very pmmising reSlills which achieves classification accuracy of 92. J%. Equal error rate of 0.005 and 
O. 072 for Ellclidean and Manhattan distance for HSV model and 0.09 and 0.098for RGB model respectively. 

Keywords: Biometrics, authentication, feature extraction, Euclidean distance. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometric traits fIJ, such as recognizing one's iris, 
fingeq>rint, face, retina, etc. helps in person authentication 
and identification. This authentication or identification of 
an individual is based on hislher behavioral or 
physiological characteristics. Biometric traits. has the 
capability to distinguish between an authorized person and 
an impostor. As biometric characteristics of different traits 
such as fingeq>rints, face, iris, ear, voice, palm print. hand 
geometry, etc., are unique and distinctive. they are used 
for authentication and identification. Biometric traits offer 
different degrees of reliability and performance. Biometric 
systems have gradually become an accepted means for 
person identification and verification. In biometric 
authentication/identification system, person to be 
authenticated needs to be physically present at the point of 
identification. 

Iris recognition [2, 3] is widely accepted as one of the 
most reliable biometric technique. The iris patterns are 
very complex which contains many distinctive features 
such as radial furrows. concentric furrows, zigzag 
collarette, crypts, freckles. rings and corona [3,4]. In the 
last two decades, there is significant progress of use of iris 
recognition [4-7]. Compared with some other biometrics, 
iris has various advantageous factors such as greater 
speed. simplicity, and accuracy. Literature reveals that the 
irises of identical twins are different and also right and left 
irises of an inclividual are different. The properties of iris 
makes it as one of the most secure biometrics for 
identification and authentication. lrii recognition is widely 
accepted as one of the best biometrics recognition methods 
[3], in the world because of its stability, uniqueness and 
non-invasiveness. 

A generic iris recognition system [3] consists of image 
acquisition. iris segmentation. feature extraction, matching 

camera. While acqUlnng the eye image, eyes are 
illuminated using infrared light. The acquired image of the 
eye contains data. derived from the surrounding eye region 
along with iris. Therefore. initially the iris is localized in 
the segmentation module from the acquired image. The 
size of the individual iris goes on changing with respect to 
changes in illumination, also the size of iris each 
individual is different. In order to avoid inconsistency in 
the size of the iris. it is normalized. In the featurc 
extraction module. features are extracted from the 
normalized iris. This feature is encoded and then matched 
with the other template. 

The limitations of this lR based iris authentication 
system is that the color infonnation is lost and special IR 
cameras are required for acquiring iris images, This paper 
proposes a new method for iris extraction and also color 
histogram based approach is used for iris authentication. 
The color histogram infonnation is directly adopted as 
features. Color histogram has simple mathematical 
analysis which reduces complex mathematical 
computations. The computational complexity of the 
feature extraction process is much lower than other 
filtering based approaches. This proposed method can be 
implemented effectively on embedded platfonns. 

The rest of this paper is organized as the following. 
Section II and Section III presents the developed method 
for iris extraction and feature extraction technique using 
color histogram. Section IV describes the matching 
process of the proposed approach. Experiments and results 
are elaborated in Section V. The last section is a 

II. 

p~rso.ll, the 
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movements and pupil dilation. All these factors need to be 
considered while feature extraetion. Therefore prior, to 
feature extraction iris image need to be preprocessed. 

Iris segmentation plays lin vital role in the performance 
of iris identification system. Several segmentation 
techniques have been proposed in the literature. The mosl 
two popular techniques used for iris segmentation are 
integro-differential operator [2] and the Hough transform 
[4] respectively. The tirst stage of iris segmentation is to 
find out pupil boundary and then the limbus boundary. 
The UBIRIS [8], iris database consist of color images. The 
color eye image consist of RGB colors which is used for 
iris segmentation. The red channel (plane) of this color eye 
image is used for iri,~ segmenrarion, which reduce the 
processing time required for conversion into gray level 
format. The pupil boundary and its radius are extracted 
using the histogram method [9]. The limbus boundary and 
its radius are detected using integra-differential operator 
[2], The circular Hough transform is based on voting 
scheme which is tolerant to noise, To detect the limbus 
boundary of noisy iris images from UBIRIS database the 
circular Hough transform is selected for limbus boundary 
detection. In circular Hough transform the voting process 
is carried out in a parameter space, A circular Hough space 
is given in equation I as 

where r is radius, (xc. Yc) are circle center, (Xi. Yi) is an 
edge point and (x" y" r) are location. H(x" Yo, r) is an 
accumulator array. The maximum value of the 
accumulator is selected as the parameter for the largest 
circular boundary. This parameter gives the limbus center 
and radius value. Using pupil radius. limbus radius and 
center values, pupil boundary and limbus boundary are 
mapped on color iris as shown in Figure I, 

Figure 1. Segmeneted iris image 

The segmented image consists of the original eye image 
on which pupil boundary and limbus boundary is mapped, 

The pixels inside the pupil boundary are not useful, which 
are considered as noise and similarly the portion outside 
limbus boundary are not useful which are also considered 

as noise, · This noise fr-om the segmented image is to be 
reruoved andonJy iris image is to be preserved, Here the 

pixels outside the limbus..boundary and the pixels inside 
the pupil ~d~eplaced with white pixels, The 
saruple ex~auiris . ~age from segmented Images are 

I Information Tachno\<>l1Y 
rt(11"·' n En ,~eennlOep~ , '",dle COllege O\ O~1 ' 

shown in Figure 2, The size of extracted iris image is 
different for every image. 

Figure 2. ExtnLcted iris image 

There is pupil constriction and dilation due to 
illumination conditions, environmental, physiological 
factors. the distance between the camera and iris image, 
etc, This iris deformation will affect the overall 
perfonnance during matching. In order to compensate this 
elastic deformation iris image is normalized. 
Normalization method transforms a localized iris texture 
from Cartesian to polar coordinates. The majority of the 
iris recognition algorithm uses rubber sheet model 
suggested by Daugman [2] for normalization. In this color 
iris authentication system normalization step is eliminated. 

IlL IRIS FEATURE EXTRACTION USING HISTOGRAM OF 

COLOR MODELS 


The first method of iris recognition was proposed by 
Daugman [2] which uses 2-D Gabor filter for feature 
extraction using IR images. Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) 
filter was used by Wildes for feature extraction, In the 
literature, it has been observed that various filter bank 
techniques have been suggested by authors for iris feature 
extraction. An alternative to IR images based lflS 

recognition is to use color information of iris for iris 
recognition. Krichen [10] used wavelet packets for iris 
identification using color iris images. Hugo [8] created a 
noisy iris database UBIRIS were gray scale images were 
used for experimentation. Boyce et. aL [II] used 
multispectral iris images for segmentation and recognition. 
Here RGB images are converted into Lab color space, for 
feature extraction 2D Gabor filter.; and radial feature 
vectors are used. Monaco [12] used color space analysis 
for iris recognition in which Gabor filters are used for 
feature extraction from each band. For color iris 
recognition and indexing Gabor ftlter and other filter bank 
techniques have been used. This filter banks provide 
excellent accuracy, but their design is complex and are 
computationally expensive. 

The infrared iris image is a gray scale image were as 
color iris images consists of three channel data, The color 
image data is acquired from three sensors, i.e. red, green 

and blue. The RGB image is used for segmentation. Prior 
to feature extraction the segmented RGB image is to be 

converted to the desired different color space, A color 
space is a model used for representing color values in 
intensity. There are a number of colo aces available. 

_
from this a particular color spac ,~"lecll' " pending
upon the application, The RG 'l.91I};.'Ifi91te )s ..the most 
popular model used for pro '$.ivr~1lI1 iniages, The 

_ 	 RGB color space, describes q'?!"9is by'-U!r.ee:~omponents: 
red , green and blue: The dis';dv,,' tage 0~@B model is 

. " .. 
. 	 :~~~ 
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that gets effected due to intensity variations. The other 
color space models are transformed from the RGB model 
llsing linear and nonlinear transformation matrix such as 
YUV, YIQ, HSV, HlS, etc. 

The HSV color model is a popular model for computer 
graphics. The hue of an image refers to a pure color. The 
hue ranges from 0 - 360· where each value corresponds to 
one color. The saturation and value ranges from 0 to I 
where saturation is the intensity of the color and value is 
the measurement of brightness of color. Unlike other color 
models HSV is not device independent. HS V is popular 
due to its similarity with the way human perceive color. 

Different color models have been used for iris 
recognition. Boyce et. al. [11 J uses CIE Lab color space, 
Monaco [I2J uses RGB, CIE lab, HSV, CMYK, 
YebCrSun [13], A1-Quanieer [I4J , Tan [I5J and Sibai 
[I6J used RGB color models for preprocessing. RGB and 
nine different color models, i.e. YUV, YIQ, HSV, HIS, 
HSL, Lab, Luv, LCH and YCbCr are used for 
transforming segmented RGB iris image into different 
spaces. Based on experimentation five color models HSI, 
HSV, YIQ, Lab and RGB model are finally selected. 
Using this color model RGB extracted iris images are 
transformed into different color spaces. From this 
transformed image features are extracted. 

Color h l~09um 
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Figure 3. Color histogram of eye image 

Color histogram is a standard method of extracting 
features from a color image. As color iris images are 
considered, the color histogram is used for feature 
extraetion. The Color histogram of an image is rotation, 
translation, and scale invariant [I7J. The color histogram 
is the probability distribution of color pixels in an RGB 
image defined as 

H,R.G•• ) =Probability(NR•G•• ) (2) 

This probability function is a color his togram HR.G•B 
where HR, HtJ and HB represents the frequency of 
occurrences of red, green and blue channels respectively. 
For color images, the histogram is fragmented in three 
histograms of the three channels as ,H nd HB as 
shown in Fig, 3. . 
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IV. MATCHING 

Once the features are extracted, then these features are 
used for matching. As the features extracted from iris are 
indepl.!ndent from other channels, their respective levels 
are considered as feature vectors. There are various 
distances available to compare the similarity between twO 
irises using tllis pdlS. For measuring the similarity 
distances Euclidean distance and Manhattan are used. 

The Euclidean disrance (ED) and Manhattan distance 
(MHO) is commonly used for similarity measurement due 
to its efficiency, effectiveness and less time for 
computation. The ED compares the similarity between two 
feature vectors of iris image by estimating the square root 
of [he sum of the squared absolute differences as given in 
equation 3. The value of p is taken as 2 in Euclidean 
distance. 

J 

Euclidean Distance ED" .•) = ~)a, - by (3) 
;;1 

Manhattan Distance (MHO) also called as city block 
distance measures the similarity between two iris image by 
taking the sum of the absolute values of the differences 
between the two feature vectors as shown in equation 4 

d 

ManhattanDislance MHD(a,l,) =Lla, -b.l (4)
'.1 

The Minkowski distance CMinkD) compares the 
similarity between two feature vectors of iris image by 
estimating the square root of the sum of the squared 
absolute differences as given in equation 5. The value of p 
is taken as 3 in Minkowski distance. 

~---

d 

Minkowski Dis!. M i., D,o.b, = L(a, -b,)P (5) 
i_ I 

Similarly the cosine distance and histogram intersection 
is given in equation 6 and 7 respectively. 

(6)
Cosine Dist. CosineD(a.b) = jfai'.' JF 

IHistogram Inters.Hist 'a .b) = -=-nun

La; Lb,' 
i_I ;..1 

N- I 

Lmin(a,b,)
/., (7)-'....,~;-a;;-II~c:)-

Experiments are carried out using above distances. The 
computational complexity is different for different 
distance measures. This is computed based on number of 
multiplication. addition and subtr' or a feature 
vector of size d. Euclide ;pi:!t~i::. .~uires d 
subtractions for ai - bi, d sq the;]' >(ious, d _ I 
further additions and one squ at at \!iq:nd,Similarly 
Manhattan distance requires ~ tracti<W,s ,f.9r a!  bi. d 

ria iOIl 1ec\1nolo~Y I addition. The comparison ~ j aboge)listance~ibased 
. rtmenlol Inlormat \ Englneenll90n time is shown in table l' § lItle required for 

~~{.~a."ibal N.vale)C;~~e. ~11 041 . @fl;l{se'A - -/ 
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comparing lWO iris im.lge is 0.000025 and 0.000021 sees 
using Manhattan and Euclidean distance. Experiment are 
carried out using distances shown in tnble I. 

TABLE!. TIME REQUIRED ROK COMPARING SIMILARITY foR 

TWo lJus IMAGES 


Distance Metrics Time In sees. 

Euclidean di:-;Iallcc 0.000025 

Minkowi>ki di:;tancc 0.00025 

Spcurm:m 0.000654 

Cosine 0.00074t 

Manhauun 0.000021 

Chi Square Sfati:-;ric:-; 0.000484 

Histogram Interscction 0.000348 

The performance of the system can be improved if 
fusion is carried at the matching score level [18. 19J. The 
fusion, at matching score is performed using a sum rule, 
max rule, min rule and produet rule. The matching score 
of all the three channels is fused. 

V. RESULTS 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed distance 
method UBIRIS database is used. In this section set of 
experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed method and summarize the results. The 
performance is evaluated in two stages: first based on 
segmentation, color transformation, feature extraction and 
pattern matching and second based on authentication 
mode. For authentication mode the performance is 
measured in terms of genuine accept rate (GAR), false 
match rate(FMR), false non match rate (FNMR) and equal 
error rate(EER). The experiments are conducted on a 
COREi5 system with 4 GB RAM and MATLAB 2014A 
environment. 

S.llris Database 
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated 

on the UBIRIS database [8]. The images from 'he database 
have been captured from 241 persons with 5 images for 
each user in first session resulting in tOlal 1205 images 
with image resolution of 200 x 150 . In a second session 
images are captured from 132 persons. The color images 
are acquired in visible light spectrum. The important 
characteristic of tills database is that it incorporates several 
noise such as poor illumination, contrast, reflection, focus 
and occlusion in the iris images. Performance of 
segmentation method is tested on session one images in 
percentage using histogram and integro-differential 
operator (IDO) and histogram and circular Hough 
transform (CHT). The segmentation accuracy achieved 
using combination of histogram and circular Hough 
transform is 91.86%. 
5.2 Peifonnance evaluation using different color mlJdels 

Experiments are earried using five color models 
HSI, HSV, YIQ, GB model. Table II presents 
the EER for indivi al channel of HSV, HSI, YUV, YIQ 
and Lab color ~~ In order to . ve the performance 

\ "iec"l1 
. ' 'nIO!(l\9~ 0 . t." .. i""""~

C \\.go OI ~ 

of color models, the data is fused at score level. ThL'i score 
level fusion improves the EER. Fig. 4 and 5 shows the 
DET curves for best tive color models. Based on these 
DET curves the EER is estimated. The EER obtained (rom 
these five color models is listed in Table II. 

TABLEll. TIME REQUIRED ROR COMPARlNG SIMILAR n'Y FOR 

Tv.'o IRIS IMAGES 


Color Models 
MHD 

EER 
ED 

HSV 0.05 0.072 

YIQ 0.07 0.079 

HSI 0.088 0.102 

Lab 0.22 0.227 

RGB 0.09 0.098 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The paper presented the performance evaluation of 
different distance measures used in color iris 
authentication. The iris features are extracted using color 

OET for color model using FusIon rule for MH 
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Figurc 4. DcT curves for various color models using MHO 

histogram. This method of color histograms deals with 
different image sizes, colors, eyelashes, eyelids and 
illuminations. The experimental results reveal that HSV 
and YIQ color spaces are powerful as compared to RGB, 
YUV, HIS, HSL, Lab and YCbCr color spaces for iris 
authentication. Experimental results demonstrate that 
Manhattan and Euclidean distance are computationally 
efficient than all other distances. The performance of the 
method using the HSV color model is very simple, 
effective, efficient and faster. Based on the results 
presented above HSV model is an optimal color model 
suitable for color iris authentication. The proposed method 
using Euclidean and Manhattan di . ves EER of 
0.072. and 0.05 respecti~ely. T ~~ tU~i:I'· equired 
for iIlS authentIcatIOn IS Ies ~ ~fl.G~ed it 1earuer 
algorithms. c- B;, .~- ~' 
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[131 	 C, Sun. F. Melgani, C. Zhou. D. N. Francesco, L. Zllangnnd. ami X. 
Liu. "Semi-supervised learning based color iris recognition." ill 
Fourth Imcm3lional Conference on Ni\turnl Computation, vol. 4. 
2008. pr. 242-249, 

(14) 	 F. S. AI-Qulllliccr and L. Ghouli, "Color iris recognition using 
hypcrcomplex gaboT wavelets," in 2009 Symposium on Bio
inspired Lc:lming and Intelligent SYI'ICIlll> for Security. August 
200<;. pp. 18-19. 

[IS) 	 T. Tan. X. Zhang, Z. Sun, and H. Zhang, "Noisy iris imagc 
matching by using multiple cues," Pattern Recognition Lcucn;, vol. 
38, no. 5. pp. 5940- 5946, 2011. 

(1(;] 	 F. N. Sibai, H. 1. Hosani, R. M. Naqbi, and S. D. S. Shehhi, "Iri:; 
recognition using artificial neural networks," Expert SYl'lems with 
Applications. vol. 38. no. 5. pp. 5940-S946. 2011. 

[17J E. L. Brock, "Human-centered eontent-based image retTieval," 
Ph.D. di,c;sertalion. Nijmegcn Instirute for Cognition and 
Inforllliuion (NICT), Radboud University Nijmegen. Netherlands, 
2005. 

(181 	 J. Kiltier, M. Halef. R. P. Duin, and J. G. Matas, "On eombining 
classifiers," lEEE Transaetions on Pattern Analysis and Machine 
Intelligence. vol. 20. no. 3, pp. 226-239,1998. 

(19} A Ross anti A. K.lain, "Infonn3lion fusion in biometrics I" Patlern 
Recognition Letter, vol. 24, no. 13. pp. 21 15-212S. 2003. 
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Figure S. DET curves for various color Inodels using ED 

Experimental results suggest that the combination of HSV 
channels. its histogram and matching score fusion using 
weighted sum rule is more promising. The accuracy of the 
proposed system can further be improved by developing 
new models for feature extraction which are more efficient 
in terms of accuracy and EER. 
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Advancement in computer vision technology and availability of video 
capturing devices such as surveillance cameras has evoked new video processing 
applications. The research in video face recognition is mostly biased towards 
law enforcement applications. Applications involves human recognition based 
on face and iris, human computer interaction, behavior analysis, video 
SlIrveillance etc. This paper presents face tracking framework that is capable 
of face detection using Haar fea-tures, recognitioll using Gabor jeatllre 
extraction, matching using correlation score and tracking using Kalman filter. 
The method has good recognition rate for real-life videos and robust 
performance to changes due to illumination, enviromnental factors, scale, pose 
and orientations. 

Introduction 

In recent years, there has been rapid growth in re
search and development of video sensors and ana
lyzing technologies. Cameras are vital part of secu
rity systems used to acquire information from envi
ronment. It includes video, audio, thermal, vibra
tion and other sensors for civilian and military ap
plications. The intelligent video acquisition system 
is a convergence technology including detecting and 
tracking objects, analyzing their movements and re
sponding to them. 

Face recognition system is used to automatically 
identify a person from an image or a video source. The 
recognition task is performed by obtaining facial fea
tures from an image of the subject's face. The main ob
jective of video-based face recognition and tracking is 
to identify a video face-track of unknown individuals. 
It identifies the facial features by extracting features 
from image of subjects face and analyzing the relative 
position, size, shape etc. These obtained features are 
utilized to search corresponding matching features in 
other' images or subsequent frames. 

The face recognition system can be divided into 
three main parts:detection, representation and clas
sification. The face detection from video is challeng
ing task as it needs compensation to distortions aris
ing from motion. The most popular algorithm for last 
decade is Viola Jones algorithm based on cascaded 
Haar feature detector [1 J. Due to its high computa

( rmation Technology 
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tional speed and robustness it is widely used to detect 
face in still images as well as video frames. Skin color 
of human being has limited range of chrominance that 
can be modeled to represent skin color pixels [2J. To 
overcome the limitation of complex background with 
skin color like objects it detects feature like shape and 
appearance to validate face detection [3}. The rep
resentation stage extracts distinct and discriminative 
features that represents face texture and appearance 
for face classification. The feature extraction stage is 
an important as the final matching decision is biased 
to the quality of features. Recognition stage consists 
of generating reference template by averaging multi
ple faces and matching with the detected faces. Eigen
face method is simple and popular method widely 
used in this field [4}. Other methods like LBP [5J, 
LDA [6J, Gabor Filter [7J. etc. Neural Network is ef
ficient method used for classification [8J. It requires 
large training samples suitable for face recognition in 
images. The computation time of recognition system 
depends on the size of feature vector and number of 
database images. The state-of-art methods are mostly 
used for still image face recognition. Research is in 
progress to develop robust methods for face recogni
tion in real-time. 

This paper is an extension of work originally pre
sented in IEEE Annual India Conference [9J. The sys
tem proposed here is intended to detect and iden
tify the erson. The first stage captures the video 

ts. Pre-precessing algodthins like .histogram
./ 
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equalization are employed to remove the unwanted 
artifacts present in the image [IOJ. The second stage 
detects faces in complex backgrounds using Viola
Jones [i] face detector. Next stage is representation 
of face features using Gabor filter [II J that inculcates 
directional features. The Gabor features are com
pared with the database images using correlation co
efficients [12J. The later stage tracks the detected face 
in subsequent frames. Tracking utilizes popularly 
used Kalman filter [13J that makes use of statistical 
analysis to predict the location of face. The proposed 
system identify a person in high security premises to 
restrict the movements of unauthorized person. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents state-of-art technologies of the field. Section 
3 describes methodologies used. Section 4 presents 
Results and Section 5 gives Conclusions. 

2 Related Work 

Recognition of individuals is of high importance for 
various reasons. The real-time algorithms has hard 
limitations to overcome as any delay in processing 
may result in loss of important information. Facial 
features are used for describing individuals as it has 
unique nature i.e. no two persons can have same 
faces. The facial features commonly used in many of 
the studies are skin color [14], spatio-temporal [15], 
geometry[16] and texture pattern [17]. Face detec
tion algorithms are computationally intensive, which 
makes it is difficult to perform face detection task 
in real-time. As human face changes with factors 
like facial expression, mustache) beard, glasses, size, 
lightening conditions and orientation, detection algo
rithms must be adaptive and robust[ 18]. 

The simplest approach to detect faces is to find 
skin pixels present in frames and then apply geomet
rical analysis to locate exact posH ion of face. The 
conventional images or frames in videos are modeled 
with RGB color space. Skin pixel values for normal
ized RGB plane are - r plane pixel values are in the 
range 0.36 to 0.456 and g values in the range 0.28 
to 0.363. The second model in representing images 
is HSV color space. In HSV model pixel is c1assi
fied as skin pixel if it has values 0 ~ H ~ 50 and 
0.20 ~ S ~ 0.68 [19]. The third model in color rep
resentation is YCbC, color space. Skin color pixel has 
C, value around 100 and Cb value around 150 [20]. 
Dhivakar et a1. [21] used YCbC, space for skin pixel 
detection and Viola-Jones [I] method to verify correct 
detection. Skin color based method is sensitive to il
lumination variation and fails if background contains 
skin color like objects. 

The other complex methods used for face detec
lion are based on geometry and texture pattern that 
uses depth features to detect face. Face detection us
ing edge maps and skin color segmentation is pre
sented in [22J. Mehta et a1. [6] pr posed LPA and 
LBP methods to extract textural fea LDA 
dimensionality reduction and SVM .cla . cation. Lai

HOD ·. 

et a!. [23J used logarithmic difference edge maps to 
overcome illumination variation with face verification 
ahility of 95% true positive rate. Contour based face 
detection is proposed in [24J. Xiao et a!. [25J used 
eigen faces for face detection using texture and shape 
information in hi view face recognition system. Viola 
and Jones [I J proposed haar feature based real-time 
method for face detection. Many researchers popu
larly used haar face detection with adaboost classifi
cation [8] in face detection. 

Face recognition systems aTe popular in biometric 
authentication as they do not require the user inter
vention. Face recognition systems can be classified as 
sub-class of pattern recognition systems. Eigenfaces 
and Fisher faces were proposed in the early 1990s by 
Turk et a!. [26J. Bayesian face recognition has bet
ter performance compared to eigenfaces [27J. Rawlin
son et al. [28] presents eigen and fisher face for face 
recognition. Feature based methods are robust to il ) 
lumination and pose variations. SIFT and SURF has 
robust performance in unconstrained scenarios [29J. 
Gangwar et a!. [30J introduced Local Gabor Rank Pat
tern method that uses both magnitude and phase re
sponse of filters to recognize face. Neural Network 
is most popular tool of recent days that is used for 
classification which has outperformed many methods 
[31 J. Meshgini et a!. [7] proposed a method with com
bination of Gabor wavelets for feature extraction and 
support vector machine for classification. Recognition 
methods are time consuming as it requires accumu
lates training and testing phases. 

Tracking is of prime importance to monitor activ
ities of individuals in various environments [32J. The 
location of object in next frame is predicted based 
on location of object in current or preceding frames. 
More details for tracking methods can be found in 
[33J. Elafi et al [34] proposed an approach that can de
tect and track multiple moving objects automatically 
without any learning phase Dr prior knowledge about 
the size, nature or initial position. Gyorgy et al. [35] 
proposed Extended Kalman filter for non linear sys
terns. Kumar et a1. [36] extracted moving objects us
ing background subtraction and applied Kalman filter 
for successive tracking. The other popular tracker is 
mean shift that employs mean shift analysis to iden
tify a target candidate region, which has most similar 
appearance to target model in terms of intensity dis
tribution. Adaptive mean shift (Camshift) algorithm 
is popular OpenCV algorithm for tracking [37]. In 
[38J combined mean shift and kalman filter is used 
for tracking. Particle filter tracker uses probabilistic 
approach to estimate position of . 1' _. xt frame. 
The particle filter searches f 11'~~_ ·t t best 
matches with reference [39 ",<!yacki§g .u$g ~arse 
representation [40J is gaini ~bmentEnl fod as and 
accurate tracking. 1~. 1 ~ § ~ 
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Methodology 

Automatic face detection is the very first step in many 
applications like face recognition, face retrieval, face 
tracking, surveillance, HCr. etc. Face is vital part 
of hwnan being representing most information about 
the individual. Developing a representation model is 
difficult because face is complex, multi-dimensional 
visual stimuli. General architecture of proposed sys
tem is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Human detection and tracking system 

3.1 Haar Face Detection 

This method is most popular method for face detec
tion in real-time applications. Most of mobile plat
form uses the technique to locate faces in camera ap
plications. Viola and Jones [\ 1proposed real-time Ad
aBoost algorithm for classification of rectangular fea
tures. The detection technique is based on the idea of 
the wavelet template that defines the shape of an ob
ject in terms of a subset of wavelet coefficients. The 
different Haar features shown in Figure 2 are used 
to analyze the intensity variation patterns of face re
gions. For example the eye region appears darker than 
the surrounding region that can be modeled using two 
rectangle feature (black part corresponding to eye re
gion and white part corresponding to surrounding re
gion). Combination of four, six, eight and more fea
tUres is used in practical face detection to make de
tection robust. For a given random variable X, the 

) variance value of X is as follows: 

Var(X ) = E(X2) _1'2 (1 ) 

where E(X2) is expected value of squared of X and 
I' is expected value of X. 

Figure 2: Haar features 

Feature value is computed by subtracting the sum 
of variance of black region frOln sum of variance of 
white regions. To increase the computation speed, 
feature values can be computed using integral image 
[411· Each feature isclassified by a Cascaded Haarfea
ture classifier. The Haar feature classifier multiplies 
the weight of each rectangle by its area and results are 

tip the detection process by eliminating non-face re
gions at every stage of cascade. Figure 3 shows face 
detection results from i' video stream capture using 
webcam. 

Figure 3: Face detection using Haar Features 

Haar based method is capable of detecting multi-
pie faces in near real-time and robust to illumination 
variations. 

3.2 Gabor Filter 

Feature extraction is one of the most important steps 
in designing a pattern recognition system. The fea
tures must have features have a small within class 
variation and strong discriminating ability among 
classes. Gabor filters have band pass performance that 
emphasizes features in face region that are analogous 
to scale and orientation of filter. The characteristics 
of Gabor filters are appropriate for texture represen
tation and discrimination [71. This method is robust 
to face pose and illumination changes. 

The Gabor filter extracts face features from gray
level images. A two-dimensional Gabor filter is a 
Gaussian kernel function modulated by a complex si
nusoidal plane wave represented as Equation 2. 

1 ( x 
2

+ y2)Wwe(x, y ) = --2 exp ---2- exp (jwx') 
. 2na 2a 

(2) 

x' =xcos8 + ysin8, y =-xsin8 + ycos8 (3) 

where (x,J!) is the pixel position in the spatial do
main, x is the central angular frequency of the com
plex sinusoidal plane wave, h is the anti-clockwise ro
tation(orientation) of the Gabor function, r represents 
the sharpness of the Gaussian function along both x 
and y directions and (J ~ f5 . 

~ 
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orientations is used. Figure 4 shows the Gabor filter 
bank. The scale and orientation values are obtained 
using Equations 4 and 5. 

1< 2.u=O,I, .. . • 4 wu=2"x ../2" (4) 

1<
8 11 = "8 X V, v = 0,1, ... , 7 (5) 

The Gabor representation of a face image I(x.y) is 
obtained as: 

where Gu,v(x.y) denotes the two-dimensional con
volution result corresponding to the Gabor filter at 
scale u and orientation v. This process can speed
up with the use of frequency domain transformation. 
Figure 6 and 7 shows the convolution results of a face 
image shown in Figure 5) with Gabor filters. 

Figure 5: Face Image 

1111 •• 1111 •• 
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Figure 6: Magnitude of Face 
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Figure 7: Real Part of Face 

Each image lex. y) is represented as set of Gabor 

Gabor based recognition is robust to pose and illu
mination variations with additional overhead of pro
cessing time and complexity. 

3.3 Correlation Score Matching 

Matching is a search algOrithm that compares the fea
tures from query image to the database images to find 
best match. The comparison is done using correlation 
coefficients [32] between the Gabor features of de
tected face and the images present in database. Prior 
to matching stage all images in database are applied 
with Gabor filter for efficient feature matching. The 
2D images are represented by 1D feature vector that 
speeds up the matching process. The correlation score 
is computed as : 

no 

Score = [fq(i).fdbH ) (8) 
;=1 

where m is size of feature vector, fq represents 
query feature vector and fdb represents database fea
ture vector. The query image best matches with 
the database image that results into high correlation 
score. 

3.4 Kalman Filter Tracking 

Tracking objects in video sequences is one of the most 
important tasks in computer vision. The approach is 
to search target within a region centered on last posi
tion of the object. The important facts that should be 
taken care for effective tracking are: speed of moving 
object. frame rate of video and search region. These 
factors are dependent on each other. higher frame rate 
is used to get hold of faster moving target which on 
other hand requires faster processing. Tracking is de
fined as localization and association of features across 
series of frames. The two major components of track
ing system are object representation and data associa
tion. The first component describes object and second 
utilizes the information for tracking. 

The location of face from face detection stage is 
used as apriori estimate Or sometimes called as ini
tialization for tracking. Based on this location Kalman 
filter estimates and updates the prediction behavior of 
this stage. Initialization is an important stage for the 
tracker. 

Kalman filter predicts the next time state vector 
based on the movement information in the previ
0us stages. Kalman filter equations are categorized 
as - time update equations and measurement update 
equations. The time update equations projects for
ward the current state and error covariance estimates 

T ' . n iechnd~YThe time 
z = [(zO.O)T (zO.,)T .. i~rf~ \n\0[rnnt1o~(;l);.n~id!nthile the 
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wavelet coefficients G".v(x:y)lu = 0.1 ..... 4;v = 0.1 ..... 7. to obtain the apriori es~.!~~Jor the next time step. 
The ma~mtude Gu.v(x.y) IS normalIzed to zero me Themeasurement~·~!.e :e.9u.!':\~qns are the feedback 
a~d unIt vana~ce and represented as eeto ZIt,II ~l.e. It mcorporatef,'~'lmeas ~ement mto the a pn
gIven by Equation 7 [7]. ori estimate to ~ an improved aposteriori esti
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corrector equations. The process for Kalman filter es
timation and update is given in Algorithm I. 

Algorithm 1 Kalman Filter 

I , Initial Estimates for Xk_l and Pk-l 

2: 	 Time Update 

Project the sta te 

Xi: = AXk_ 1 + BWk 

Project the error covariance 

3, Measurement Update 

Compute Kalman gain 

Update estimate with measurement Zk 

Update error covariance 

The state equation is 

(9) 

The measurement model is 

(10) 

A and B are the system parameters and are ma
trix in the multi-model system, H is a parameter 
in a measure system, which is matrix in the multi
measurement system. wk and vk represents the pro
cess and meaSLUement noise respectively. 

The state vector Xk = [XkVkX';v;f, xb Vk are the ob
ject center in the X, y~axis location, xkl Yk are the X, y 
axis speed . Zk = [XckVckf is the observation vector. Pi: 
is apriori estimate error covariance and 1} is aposteri
ori estimate error covariance. 

The search for object is carried in a region selected 
based on the estimated observation matrix Zk' It fails 
if image is not properly illuminated. Kalman fil
ter overcomes problem of Kanade-Lucas:Jomasi(KLT) 
[42). It can track multiple ob' cts . variations in 
pose and occlusion. The d ck is that it cannot 
handle rapid changes in mati target. 
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Table 1: Result Comparison 

Vide Frames 
Face True Recog. False Recog. 
Det. Eigen Gabor Eigen Gabor 

1 237 71 47 37 24 34 
2 329 99 97 31 2 68 
3 257 223 52 98 171 125 
4 339 225 65 138 160 87 
5 448 305 225 7 80 298 
6 438 283 127 4 156 279 
7 353 176 140 96 36 187 
8 404 274 242 195 32 88 
9 198 191 101 2 90 189 
10 248 206 46 19 160 187 
11 78 78 21 65 57 13 
12 128 124 36 74 88 50 
13 324 252 122 224 130 28 
14 353 250 112 216 138 36 
15 258 176 107 82 69 94 
16 328 191 125 95 66 96 
17 346 238 65 108 173 130 
18 426 392 148 289 244 103 
19 318 302 144 48 158 344 
20 388 257 146 16 111 376 

4 Results 

The algorithms are applied on video sequences ob
tained from NRC-lIT Facial Video Database and our 
own videos recorded with webcam. Table 1 gives 
the comparison of proposed method with eigen face 
method. The values presented in table are the num
ber of frames with true result. Table 2 gives summary 
of results obtained on the videos. Haar face detec
tor used has robust performance for frontal faces. It 
cannot handle larger pose variations. Face detection 
fails if the face is very small in size compared to size 
of frame and in random pose changes. The second 
part of algorithm is face recognition that makes use 
of gabor filters. Gabor filter has robust performance }
in pose and illumination variations. Once person is 
recognized Kalman filter keeps track of movements 
the face in subsequent frames. Kalman filter has good 
tracking performance in partial occlusions but fails 
in case of sudden movements. Recognition result is 
shown in Figure 8. The values in table shows the play
back time in sections for videos under test with face 
detection and recognition stage. 

Figure 8: Face Recognition Results 
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Table 2: Results for Tracking 

Sample 
Video 

No. of 
Frames 

Face Detect. 
(Time (sec)) 

Face Recog. 
(Time (sec)) 

1 237 15.5880 54.5289 
2 329 20.9837 52.9032 
3 257 16.4133 41.3256 
4 339 21.4623 86.5154 
5 448 31.4490 63.3743 
6 438 30.2323 65.4514 
7 353 25.3845 56.76 
8 404 28.7957 113.2256 
9 198 13.7490 31.8384 

10 248 16.5841 39.8784 
11 78 5.4555 5.97056 
12 128 8.6597 20.5824 
13 324 22.5488 59.4159 
14 353 24.4202 66.3573 
15 258 17.0961 41.4864 
16 328 20.7186 52.7424 
17 346 22.1367 55.6368 
18 426 28.5429 68.5008 
19 318 20.9056 51.1344 
20 388 25.4525 35.1624 

Conclusions 

The proposed system detects the facial features of hu
man being and verify identity of a person. Haar based 
face detection is popular and efficient face detection 
algorithm for real-time applications. Haar based face 
detector has high accuracy in frontal face detection. 
Recognition performance depends on the type of im
ages in database. Larger the database more is recog
nition time. Gabor face recognition is better than 
many other methods as it compares features at dif
ferent scale and orientations. Disadvantage of recog
nition stage is that comparison of large number of 
features requires more time for recognition that af
fects real-time performance. Reducing feature set re
duces recognition time but affects accuracy of system. 
Kalman filter gives good performance in complex en
vironment. Future directions can be optimizing algo
rithms to minimize processing time and achieve real
time performance. 
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Efficient retinal vessel detection using line 
detectors with morphological operations 
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Abstract. Digital fundus photography plays a major role in the diagnosis of different relinal pathologies like hypertension. 
diabetic retinopathy and Glaucoma. To identify abnomlal components on the retina. retinal features should be detected 
accurately. Retinal vessel structure is one of the important landmarks of the retina. So precise detection of retinal vessel 
structure is imperalive. This paper presents a simple. robuSl retinal vessel extmetion approach based on the line detectors 
and morphological operations. As vessel detection is ba5ically It problem of a line detection, the green channel retinal image 
is applied to morphological opening using a line as structuring element. The resultant image is again applied with the line 
detectors and thresholded using Otsu 's thresholding. The proposed algorithm overcomes the fundamental issues of scale and 
orientation avoiding the need of multiple thresholds with improved values of performancc measure as compared to the state 
of the art techniques. The proposed .Igorithm is applied on 3 standard databases-HRF (healthy and Diabetic), DlARETDB 1 
and DRIVE. Area under thc ROC curve (AUe) of 97% was achieved with 91 % Sensitivity and 97% Specificity for DRIVE 
dataset. The proposed algorithm achieved an Accuracy of97%, Sensitivity of85 % and Specilicity of97% for HRF database. 
On DlARETDB 1 database too observed very good results. 

Keywords: DIAREIDB1 . DRIVE, HRF database, fundus image. retinopathy. vessel detection 

1. Introduction 

Retinopathies related to diseases such as diabetes 
and cardiovascular diseases have an ever increasing 
importance as a cause of blindness and visual loss 
[I]. Current statis tics show, 39 million people are 
blind and 246 million have low vision worldwide. 
Timely diagnosis of eye diseases can prevent blind
ness [1, 2]. The global Vision 2020 initiative has an 
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effect to prevent blindness, particularly from ocu
lar infeetions. Researeh indicates that at least 90% 
of these new cases could be avoided if there were 
proper and automatic screening and monitoring ofthe 
eyes. Abnormal features of the retina can be identified 
in-time with the aid of fundus photograpby through 
innovative image processing algorithms. Advanced 
medical therapies save a person from blindness [3]. 

Automated examination of retinal images plays 
a significant role in the diagnosis and analysis of 
different retinal pathologies like hypertensive, dia
betic pathology and Glaucoma. Currently, a timely 
eye check-up appears to be the best method with 
nearly worldwide coverage of the people at ri$k [1]. 
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Early detection of abnomlal feature:;, which are not 
often directly visible by clinical investigation, has 
the potential to reduce the global burden of diabetes 
and cardiovascular disease. Engineering tools such as 
digital image processing combined with innovative 
mi.lchine learning to allow identification and au(Q
mated classification of features. lesions, and vascular 
changes in fundus images of the retina [2, 3]. 

A significant number of lesion~ have been found 
on the retina due to diabetics (progressive disease). 
The evolution of disease takes place from mild 
Non Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (NPDR) to 
Severe Proliferative Diabetic Retinopathy (PDR) [3]. 
Usually, first and the most common sign is microa
neurysms or small haemorrhages - tiny capillary 
dilations. As the disease progresses. retinal capillaries 
start leaking fluid forming exudates - lipid deposits 
that appear as bright yellow/white lesions in the pho
tograph. If the leakage is located around most acute 
vision. i.e. macula, it leads to sight threatening mac
ular edema [I, 2]. Proliferative diabetic retinopathy 
(PDR) develops from obstructed capillaries which 
cause micro infarcts called soft exudates. This PDR 
stage quickly rums into Severe PDR where exten
sive lack of oxygen causes formation of small and 
fragile vessels either near the optic disc or in the 
retinal periphery. These newly developed vessels are 
disposed to bleed, resulting in neovascularisation, 
pre-retinal haemorrhages. fibrosis and ultimately 
detachment of the retina resulting in blindness [I]. 

In order to recognise the abnormalities like Microa
neurysms, haemorrhages and exudates, the normal 
retinal landmarks namely blood vessels, optic disc 
and macula need to be detected accurately. Optic disc 
and macula detections are achieved with a greater 
accuracy in the earlier mentioned literature. Reti
nal blood vessels are combinations of arteries and 
veins, originating from the optic nerve towards the 
retina. These vessels normally possess maximum 
light reflectance on the centreline that seems more 
signiJicant on arteries than veins and the oxygenated 
blood supply to arteries makes them brighter than 
veins [3]. In general, the methods of the Iiterarure for 
vessel detection try to extract the features like posi
tion, grey level profiles of vessels, linearity and steady 
variation in intensity lengthwise. 

The vessels are connected in the retina, forming 
a binary tree like structure. Blood vessel detection 
suffers from many issues such as methods based on 
matched filters, suffer from the problems of scale and 
orientation [5, 10, 15]. Accurate detection and extrac
tion ofblood vessel strucrure is still a challen . ng task 

as most of the methods mentioned in the literature fail 
to detect vessels in the presence of lesions producing 
false positives and reduced value of sensitivity, which 
lowers overall accuracy [7]. Thin vessel detection is 
another major problem faced by many of state of the 
art methods. In general, methods using edge detectors 
fail to recognizc correct and false edges. Branching, 
bifurcation, and crossover ill vascular structure can 
further complicate the profile model. Central Vessel 
reRex, variations in intensity profiles and low con
trast images along with background noise increases 
the problems in mOst of the blood vessel detection 
algorithms [4]. 

This paper proposes an innovative. simple and 
robust method for retinal vessel exU'actioIl. The use 
of morphological opening and line detectors helps in 
enhancing all line paths of vessels equally avoiding 
the need of multiple thresholds and helping to extract 
thin vessels. It also overcomes the fundamental issues 
of scaling and orientation as it is working on multiple 
origins and size of images equally. The vessel extrac
tion achieved by this method produces precise results 
even in the presence of lesions at an initial stage of 
Diabetic Retinopathy. 

2, Related work 

Blood vessel detection techniques can be broadly 
classified into four categories - matched filters, edge 
detectors , morphological operators and pattern recog
nition techniques. Chaudhari et al. [5] addressed 
the problem of detecting retinal blood vessels by 
approximating Grey level profile of a cross section 
of retinal blood vessel by a Gaussian shaped curve 
and applying the concept of matched filter detection 
to detect piecewise linear segment of blood vessels 
giving an accuracy of 0.8733. Joes Staal et al. [6] 
presented a ridge based vessel segmentation method
ology from colour images of the retina on DRIVE 
and STARE database given an accuracy of 0.9442, 
0.9516. An innovative spatially weighted fuzzy 
c-means (SWFCM) clustering algorithm for vessel 
detection with accuracy of 0.8911 on DRIVE pre
sented by Gid Babu Kande et aI. [7]. 

A Radius based Clustering Algorithm (RACAL) 
using distance based principle to map the distribu
tions of the image pixels, is proposed by Salem et al. 
[8]. Yang et al. [9] presented an automatic hybrid 
method including the combination of mathematical 
morphology and a fuzzy clustering algorithm. Zhang 
et al. [10] generalized the classical matched filter and 
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extended with a first-order derivative of the Gaussian 
(MF-FDOG) on DRIVE and STARE database and 
given 0.7120, 0.9724 and 0.9382 as sensitivity, speci
ficily and accuracy. Diego Marin et aJ. [11) invented a 
method using a neurnlnetwork (NN) scheme for pixel 
classification. A new system is proposed by Keith A. 
Goatmall el a!. [12] for detection of New VesseJs on 
the Optic Disc. 

Delibasis cl aJ. [13) presented an automatic para
metric model-based tracking algorithm for vessel 
segmentation and diameter estimation. Akram et a1. 
[14] proposed retinal vessel extraction using multi
layered thresholding based tcchnique producing an 
Accuracy of 0.9469. Fraza et aJ. [15] reported 
an automated method using a unique combination 
of techniques for vessel centre line detection and 
morphological bit plane slicing, methodology is eval
uated on DRIVE and STARE dalabases, producing 
an average accuracy of 0.9430,sensitivity 0.7152 and 
specificity 0.9768, but method is dependent upon 
vessel centre line reflex and scale and orientation 
problem. 

Montoroet aJ. [16] focused on studying the appear
ance ofthe retinal vascular network in different colour 
spaces like ROB and HSV to extract the most distinct 
vessel features and classify the retinal vascular net
work as arteries and veins. Chakraborti et a1. [17] 
proposed a novel self-adaptive matched filter for reti
nal blood vessel detection, a synergistic mixture ofthe 
vessel ness filter with high sensitivity and the matched 
filter with high specificity is obtained using orienta
tion histogram. Shuangling WaDg etal. [18] presented 
a retinal blood vessel segmentation algorithm based 
on feature and ensemble learning given sensitivity 
0.8173, spccificity 0.9733 and accuracy of 0.9767. 
Temitope Mapayi et al. [19] proposed a local adap
tive thresholding technique depending on grey level 
co-occurrence matrix. 

3. Proposed vessel segmentation method 

The proposed blood vessel segmentation method 
is an approach based on the combination of mor
phological analysis with line detectors. Since vessels 
and lesions are morphologically different. Morpho
logical opening is done using line as SE which will 
enhance line segments and suppress lesion part of 
the retina. The results of it will be further enhanced 
using line detectors and Morphological opening giv
ing additional advantage. Then the resultant image 
is thresholded using Otsu's thresholding followed by 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed sySfem. 

morphological cleaning. Experimental results have 
shown that proposed methodology achieved a high 
value ofsensitivity even in the presence oflesions and 
it is free from the problems of scale and orientation. 

3.1. Pre-processing 

In pre-processing section the input retinal image is 
first converted into green channel as blood vessels are 
clearly seen into green channel as shown in Fig. 2(b). 
The retinal fundus image from specified database is 
given as an input image as shown in Fig. 2(a). 

3.1.1. Image smoothing 
Morphological opening helps to smooth out bright 

lesions and optic disc. Morphological opening opera
tion with SE as a 'disk' ofradius 5 using the following 
Equation (I). 

¢~B) = max[min f(x + b)] (I) 

Here f is pre-processed color image and b € SB, 
Where SB is structuring element of size'S'. This 
gives smooth regions for dark lesions, but it need 
contrast enhancement [20]. 

3.1.2. Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram 
Equalization 

Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equaliza
tion works on small sub sections in an image called 
' tiles'. Each tile's contrast is enhanced by specify
ing 'distribution'. Here we have preferred use of flat 
histogram distribution. 

The equation of CLAHE is given by, 

g=255 [¢w(¢f)-¢w(¢f min )] (2)
[¢w(¢ f max) - ¢w(¢ f min)] 

Where ¢w is sigmoid function and given by, 
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(a) (b) 

(e) (d) 

Fig. 2. Preprocessing on Diaretdbl and HRF Database (a) Input fundus image (b) Green channel image (c) Image after Morphological 
opening to smooth bright lesions (d) Image after applying CLAHE. 

smooth green channel image respectively. mw and (jw it is shown in Fig. 2(d). where contrast between blood 
are the mean and variance of intensity values within vessels, background, and other lesions are enhanced. 
the window [20]. 

Morphological opening is applied on extracted 3.2. Vessel boost and segmentation 
green channel image in order to smooth out bright 
objects like white lesions and optic disc. The resul 3.2.1. W,ssel boost 
tant image is shown in Fig. 2(c). But this image is an The demand for improvement in appearance of a 
image with poor con!rast so itis applied with the con vessel pattern arises due to lack of contrast which 
trast enhancement technique i.e. CLAHE. Output of typically causes problem for thin vessels. Directional 
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Fig. 3. Oricnllliion mll!iks in 4 directions. 

matched [5] and Gabor filters [14] are prefelTed for 
this drive, but we have preferred the use of morpho· 
logical opening to enhance the vascular pattern and 
thin vessels, The morphological open operation is 
erosion followed by dilation, using the same struc· 
turing element for both operations, We have used 
'line' as a structuring element to enhance blood ves
sels since vessel segmentation is basically a problem 
of the line detection. 

Xs = (X eB) + B (4) 

Assuming the object X and the structuring element 
B, X is first eroded and further dilated by B, We need 
to fix the lengths of the line based on the selected 
database_ Here we have kept the length of line from 

2 to 5, Image opening is madc in 45", 90' , 135°, 
1800 and maximum of the responsc is found out from 
all directions in order to enhance vessels and subdue 
other components in !he image. 

3.2.2. Line detectors 
The image obtained after considering the maxi

mum responreof opening operation is convolved with 
avenlge filter. The average filter is applied on each 
pixel in image to smooth an image, which takes the 
average around neighboring pixels, The background 
image with homogenized background is obtained by 
subtracting response of average filter from the con
trast enhanced image. The resultant image is then 
convolved with line detectors in 4 directions, i.e. 
horizontal, vertical, +45° and -45', The masks for 
convolution are as shown in Fig, 3 below, 

By performing a convolution operation, maximum 
of them is obtained, An invertcd and resultant of line 
detector image results are added together to increase 
the brightness, Again, applying SE as a line of size 2 
to 5 in all directions, i,e, 45°, 90',135° , 180' image 
is opened in all directions and maximum from all 
directions is found out as shown in Fig, 4(a). 

The choices ofmorphological opening followed by 
the line detectors benefits in enhancement of the ves
sel structure as vessels are basically lines in nature. 
The vessels in dark region are present with less inten
sity which might not gel reflected after thresholding, 

(e) 
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Fig.5. Blood vessel extraction results on Diaretdbl and HRF DaI;)base (a) Image after removal of mask (b) Extracted blood vessels. 

So all vessel pixels of resultant image are further 
enhanced by mUltiplying a suitable factor with an 
image. Thus enhancing all vessels pixels equally and 
avoiding the need of multiple thresholds. The resul
tant image is then applied with Otsu's thresholding. 
The output image is as shown in Fig. 4(c). 

3.2.3. Blood vessel extraction 
The output image is logically ANDed with mask 

image from database in order to remove mask as 
shown in Fig. 5(a). The thresholded image still con
sists of noise as well non-vessel pixels, they are 
removed by using morphological 'clean' operation. 
Thus avoiding the need of further post processing 
algorithms for vessel extraction. The clear blood ves
sel extracted image as shown in Fig. 5(b). 

4. Results 

The Proposed algorithm is applied on standard 
databases such as DRIVE, HRF (Healthy and Dia
betic) and DlARETDB I. The results for DRIVE 
and HRF databases are compared with ground truth 
images provided along with the dataset. 

4.1. Materials 

IMAGERET -Proposed algorithm's performance 
is observed on publically available DIARETDB I 
database from IMAGERET project. Out of 89 colour 
fundus photograph's 84 images are having signs of 

at least mild NPDR and all experts involved in anno
tation agreed that 4 images do not have any signs of 
DR. The images were acquired at the Kuopio Univer
sity Hospital. The digital fundus camera with a FOV 
of 50 degrees was used to take images [22J. 

DRIVE - To evaluate the performance of the 
proposed vessel segmentation technique DRIVE 
database is used. The fundus images for the DRIVE 
database were acquired from a diabetic retinopathy 
screening drive in the Netherland. The database con
tains 400 images, people affected due to diabetics 
between the age group 25-90 were involved in the 
screening process. 40 images are arbitrarily chosen, 
no signs of DR are present in 33 images whereas 
7 of them are showing mild DR signs. Each of the 
images is compressed with JPEG standard with a 
pixel resolution of786 x 584 and 8 bits per pixel [23]. 

Chosen 40 images are divided into two sets - train~ } 
ing and testing, containing 20 images in each. The test 
dataset is provided with two manual segmentations; 
one treated as ground tnHh and another one is used to 
compare results with computer generated data. A sin
gle vascular structure is provided for the images from 
training dataset. This dataset is specialized in vessel 
segmentation and makes two sets of images available, 
one for training and one for testing purposes [23J. 

HRF - The database is provided by the Pattern 
Recognition Lab, the Department of Ophthalmology, 
Germany and the Brno University of Technology, 
Bmo. This database has been made available to 
support relative studies on automatic segmentation 
algorithms on retinal fundus images. The images 
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Thbll: 1 
Evnluation Pnmmelers uscd 10 lest performance of;\!gorithm 

PUflUllcters Description 
SensitivityrrPR TPI vessel pixels 
Spcc ificity TNITN+FP 
Accuracy (TP+ TN)/(TP+ TN+FP+FNl 
FPR FPffolai non-ve~sel pixeh 

are having resolution of 3504 x 2336 captured wilh 

Canon EOS 20D. The public database contains 15 

images of, healthy retina, retina affected due to dia

betic retinopathy. and of the glaucoma patients each. 

Thc segmented vascular structure is provided as a 

gold standard for each image of database, along with 

the masks with defined Fay. The group of specialists 

in the analysis of retinal images and expen doctors 
from ophthalmology clinics participated in generat
ing the ground truths [24J. 

4.2. Evaluation parameters 

TP is (he value of True Positive pixels means ves
sel pixels present in both ground truth as well as 
segmented image. TN is the value of True Negative 
pixels i,e. pixels absent in both cases. FP is False 
Positive -pixels which are absent in ground truth, 
but present in segmented image and FN False Neg
ative - the pixels present in the ground truth image 
bul absent in segmented image. The parameter TPR 
should approach to unity, whereas the parameters 
FPR should be ideally zero. Sensitivity replicates the 
capability ofan algorithm to detect the true vessel pix
els_ Specificity shows the capability to detect number 
of pixels which do not belong to vessel, expressed as 
I-False Positive Rate. 

Evaluation Parameters are as indicated in the fol
lowing Table I. 

4.3. Vessel segmentation results 

Table 2 summarizes vessel segmentation results of 
tl,e proposed algorithm on DRIVE, HRF Diabetic and 

Table 2 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of Evaluation Paramcters for (a) DRIVE (b) 
HRF (Healthy) (c) HRF(Diabetic) Databases. 

HRF Healthy databases. The results are compatible 
with the methods mentioned in earlier literature. The 
results are also observed great on 89 images from 

Results of vessel segmentation for the proposed algorithm 

Method Database Sensitivity Specificity 

Chaudhuri et aI. [4) 
Zhang.' aI. [IOJ 
S Wang et a1. [18] 
Odstricilik et al. [21l 
Proposed Method 

DRIVE 
DRIVE 
DRIVE 
HRF 
DRIVE 
HRF Healthy 
HRFDiabetic 

0.7120 
0.8173 
0.7741 
0.9168 
0.8512 
0.8130 

0.9724 
0.9733 
0.9669 
0.9771 
0.9867 
0.9630 

Accuracy False Positive 
Rate 

0.8773 

0.9382 

0.9767 

0.9494 

0.9735 0.0212 

0.9768 0.0120 

0.9535 0.0369 
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Diareldbl dawbase. Resulls on DRIVE and HRF 
(bolh Diabelic and Heallhy) dalabase arc oblained by 
pixel to pixel comparison of vessel segmented image 
and ground truth images from database document. 
Experimental results have shown the values of param
elers like Accuracy and Specificity oblained using 
the proposed algorilhm are similar 10 Ihe olher meth
ods mentioned in Jiterature mther it exceeds in some 
cases. It is worth mentioning here that the average 
value for sensitivity is improved greatly as compared 
to the state of the art methods in addirlon to it the 
value of specificity is greater in most cases than the 
olher reporled methodologies in literature. 

5. Conclusions 

The proposed work found very suitable for the 
extraction of blood vessel structure which is a 
major retinal landmark. The retinal vasculature is 
oblained using simple morphological operations and 
line detectors together avoiding the need of multiple 
thresbolds. The advanlage for the praclical applica
tion is that the algorithm works on retinal images from 
mulliple origins and can be used by different opera
tors working with different equipment It is important 
to point out that the parameters used for segmentation 
are invariant. The robustness with fast implementa
tion and simplicity makes Ihis work suitable for being 
implemented into a complete automated retinopa
thy screening process. The proposed algorilhm has 
achieved a high value of sensitivity as compared to 
most of the earlier proposed methodologies. 
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Ab.)·tract-VeWeular ad hoc networks: are purl or MobiJe 
ad hoc network. They are selr-distributed and organized. 
The main purpose of the VANET is to provide comrort 
and safety application such as information about fuel 
station, whether condition, parking, mad block, and 
emergency warning, etc. Energy saving is an important 
issue in VANET. Energy consumption can be reduced 
with the help of the network coding with less 
transmissions. Transmission is not the only source of 
energy consumptiou there arc maoy more like encryption 
and decryption. P-coding is a light-weight security 
mechanism, which snes the energy in the process of 
encryption/decryption of data. With the efficient 
permutation encryption, this method provides security 
against eavesdropping attack. Thc permutation encryption 
makes an attacker difficult to locate the coding vector. 

Keyword.)·- Energy Saving, Light-Weight Encryption, 
Network Coding, Vehicular Ad Hoc Network. 

l. [NTRODUC'f[ON 

Vehicular ad hoc network is now becoming 
interesting research topic in the area of wireless 
communication. Vehicles in the paI1icuJar range form a 
network to communicate with each other without the 
need for a base station. VANET provide comfort and 
safety applications such as lane changing, traffic sign 
violation, weather information, road condition, location 
of restaurants or fuel station, parking and interactive 
communication such as internet access [2]. For 
providing these services, energy is required. Thus, 
energy saving is an important issue in vehicular ad hoc 
network. There are several energy efficient schemes 
used to overcome this problem [3], [4] and [5]. 

Many researchers show that network coding can 
reduce energy consumption in VANET with less 
transmission [6]. Network coding can be defined as 
coding performed at a node in a network, where coding 
means casual mapping from inputs to outputs. Idea 
behind it is to mix and forward data to output links (7]. 
A node in the network encodes the packet with the 
network coding and then forwards it to another node. 
Network coding requires less energy for this process of 
encoding. Figure IclarifY the use of network coding in 
ad hoc network. Suppose there are six nodes forming 
hexagon and transmission range of each node reaches to 
its right and left neighbor. As shown in figure. 1(1) each 
message would require four transmissions without 
network coding. When network coding is used as shown 
in (figure. 1(2), 1(4), 1(4),) a total number of nine 
transmissions are needed for three messages, i.e., three 
transmissions per message. It would save Y. enevgy 
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without coosidering energy required for the process of 
encryption and decryption. 

I::!III> 

Figure 1: Use of network coding for transmission. Shaded nodes are 
those involved in transmission [1] . 

Encryption and decryption performed at each node for 
providing security also consumes more energy in 
V ANET, For example, data eommunieated between 
vehicles in battlefield or a police van should keep 
confidential during transmission [8]. But the encryption 
schemes previously used for providing security not work 
efficiently. 

[n [9], a Motorola's "DragoaBaU" embedded 
microprocessor consume oear about 13.9 III to send a 
bit. It consumes 7.9 I.d when symmetric-key encryption 
algorithm is used for encryption per bit. Intrinsic 
security is provided by network coding based on which 
encryption scheme can be designed. In [10], it proposes 
that coding vector can be encrypted by using 
Homomorphism Encryption function (HEF), due to 
which network coding can be performed directly on 
coding vectors. This scheme has too much computation 
or space overhead; therefore they are not suitable for 
V ANET. 

In this paper, a new encryption scheme is designed 
which provide security in energy efficient manner. p-
coding randomly permutes both message content and 
coding vector due to which eavesdropper cannot locate 
coding vector without knowing permutation since cannot 
reveal useful information [I}. 

There are different types of attacks and threats 
possible on VANET [8] s'tS'-h.-""" enial of Service, 
fabrication attack, altera' ~,\!t8\lkK~ :age suppression 
ttack and reply attack ~c' e Ijrre;" .,,~/,\ 
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The remaining of tbis paper is organized as follows. 
Section II describes the related work along with the 
literature review. Section III introduces proposed work 
along with the system architecture. Section IV concludes 
the paper. 

IL RELATED WORK 

A. 	 Rivest Shamir Adlemall Algorithm (RSA) 

In [14] paper, author proposes Vehicular Public Key 
Infrastructure (VPKl) to monitor malicious activities in 
the network. Certificate authority is IIsed to bind the 
public key with respective user identities. RSA public 
key algorithm is used for security and authentication. 
The work mainly focuses to provide seeurity for location 
privacy preservation. 

B. 	 Advance Encryption Standard Algorithm (AES) 

In [9] paper, author gives the brief study of energy 
consumption characteristic of different eneryption 
algorithms. Encryption and decryption in symmetric 
cipher algorithm process through tile sequence of 
mathematical computation. As compared to other 
symmetric key algorithm AES require minimum energy 
for the purpose of key setup and encryption/decryption. 

C. 	 Secure Practical Network Coding(SPOC) 

In [7] paper, author proposes low-complexity 
eryptographic scheme that explore intrinsic security of 
network coding. Secure Practical Network Coding 
SPOC uses unlocked and locked coefficients that are 
added and concatenated to the packet header each time 
whenever a new packet is generated. These unloeked 
and locked coefficients are enerypted with keys and are 
used for encoding and decoding. Due to use of SPOC 
number of operarions for encryption is greatly reduced. 

D. 	 Homomorphism Encryption Function(HEF) 

In [IS] paper, author focuses on reducing privacy 
threat in multi-hop wireless network. Homomorphism 
Encryption Funetion (HEF) performs linear random 
combination on incoming packets and gives resultant 
packets. HEF perform encryption on GEVs to keep it 
confidential. 

E. 	 Authenticated Routing/or Ad Hoc Network(ARAN) 

In [13] paper, author briefly discusses the ARAN 
protoeol. This protocol uses public key cryptography 
and a certificate server and also prevents from spoofing 
attack. Autbor discusses tile security challenges and 
issues in V ANET and their solutions. ARAN is one of 
them solution tbat is based on tbe AODV protocol. It 
uses timestamp for tile route freshness. This scheme 
requires all nodes must keep the routing table for all 
another node. 

F 	 Network Coding (NC) 

In [16] paper, author proposes efficient use of 
network coding for handling content distribution and 
enhancing the performance. In V ANET, network 
coding can efficiently handle mobili nd random 
crrors. In V ANET, eont dis' IOn is a challcnge 
due to dynamics of netwo d high mobility. There 
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are some resow'ce constraints that have a light impact 
on encoding and storage operations performed by 
network coding. 

TABLE t· LITERATURE SURVEY 

Exisling Adv:lllUlges 

Method 


no 


Sr 

1) Increased security 
aod convenience. 
2) Providc the digital 
signature Ibet cannot 

RSA be repudiated.t. 

I) AES is more secure 
as compare to JDES. 

2. 2) AES is less 
susceptible to 
cryptanalysis. 
-AES is faster. 

AES 

t) Use locked and 
unlocked coefficient. 

SPOC 2) Achieve 
confidcnliality 

3. 

t) Privacy against 
flow tracing and traffic 

4. HEF analysis. 
2) Homomorphism 
allows recoding 

t) Prevent from 
spoofing 

5. ARAN 2) Provide message 
integrity, nOIl

repudiation and 
authentication. 

, 

1) Network coding in 
6. Network VANET can 

codiog efficiently handle 
mobility and increases 
throughput. 

I) Prevenls from DOS, 
rcplay attack, meSso.ge 

7. VPKI suppression attack 

Disadvantages 

I) Slower thUll Ihe 

secret key method. 

2) Can be vulncfilblc: 

to impersonation if 

hacked. 

3) Consumes more 

energy for the key 

generation, 

verification and 

signjog operation. 


I) AES in counter 


mode is cho.lIcnging to 


implement. 


t) Incurs more 

computation ovcrhead. 

2) Do not provide 

privacy against flow 

tracing. 


t) computation 

overhead 

2) Incurs more energy 

consumption. 


I) Each node 

maintains the routing 

table for each nodc. 

2) Computation 

overhead and delay. 


1) Performance issue 

if no. ofgenerations is 

morc. 

2) Vulnerable to 

eavesdropping attack. 


t) Causes overhead 

due 10 group 

signature. 

2) Network is not 

stable so cannot fonn 

a stable group. 


G. 	 Vehicular public key infraslrocture 

In [8] paper, autbor focuses on security issues and 
challenges of V ANET. Autllor suggests use of VPKJ in 
which each node have both public and private key. 
When a node sends a message, it is signed by its private 
key and also adds certificate autllorities (CAs) 
Certificate. 

In existing papers, researcbers use methods and 
schemes to provide security. But these schemes requires 
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In ' this work. a light-weight eneryption scheme is 
~use~, for providing security in energy efficient way. 

message from a source"~<!l!Jt rnt 1:;This . scheme is based on the network coding. In 

large amount of energy and 1.11crefore computation 
overhead occurs. Hence here ,m energy efficient light
weight security scheme is proposed to solve these 
problems. 

Ill. PROPOSED WORK 

This paper proposes a seeurity scheme that helps to 
reduce the eavesdropping aNack effieiently. Due to use 
of permutation encryption it is difficult to adversary to 
recover the original paeket. Thc ligbtweight cncryption 
scheme used here requires less time for the process of 
encryption and decryption. Thc time is reduced 
therefore energy required for tbese processes greatly 
reduced. Tbe proposed architecture is based on the 
following parts. 

Ke~' 

Otslributoo 

(enu.(KDCj 
Key 

Ex 


Figure 2: System diagram 

The proposed sys tem assumes that both the 
communicating parties must share a symmetrie key by 
means of a key distribution centre. 

This P-coding scheme initially consists of three 
stages as follows: source encoding, intermediate 
recoding and sink decoding[12]. 

A. Source encoding 

Source encoding tries to encode the data comes 
from different nodes in order to transmit it more 
efficiently. Let the source node has sequence of 
message to send. Source prep ends the local encoding 
vector (LEV) to these messages and then forwards tbese 
messages to the intermediate node. 

B. Intermediate recoding 

In this stage. permutation encryption function helps 
to rearrange the corresponding Global Encoding Vector 
(GEV) and symbols of the message. The key used for 
cneryption is kept secret from the intermediate node. 

permutation decryption on it. Once the independent 
messages are collected, sink. prepares the matrix 
representation of them. Finally. by applying Gaussian 
elimination original message can be reeover. 

Following steps are used for providing security aud 
saving energy in V ANET 

• 	 A key distribution center is used for sharing 
keys, and both eonununicating parties usc tile 
same key. 

• 	 Source encrypts the data with permutation 
encryption and appends a global encoding 
vector (GEV) to the packet and then fonvards 
it to the intermediate node. 

• 	 Intermediate node forwards the packet to 
outgoing links with some modifications 
according to the P-coding. 

• 	 Sink node on receiving all the packets decrypts 
the packet with permutation decryption. 

• 	 Finally. to recover the original packet Gaussian 
elimination is performed. 

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

• 	 Consider a V ANET ofN nodes. 
G= (V, E), .....here. v = {vi , .•••.• vn} and E; Ie!. .. .. , en) 

• 	 Assume a node v E V where, 

(-v)= Links terminating at v. 

(+v)= Links originated from v. 


• 	 Here, a link has capacity of carrying one 
paeket per unit i.e. y (e). 

• 	 When a source wants to send series of packet 
X= [x, .. ......x,J to a set of sink T where. T~V 


then source computes y(e) as[IJ. 

y(e)= L.e(-vIP(e)y(e) 

where. p(e) is a Local Eneoding Vector(LEV) 


• 	 Global Encoding Vector can be appended to 
message as[ IJ. 
y(e) = L';. , g;(e)x; = g(e)x 
Y=GX 

• 	 Source encrypts packet with permutation 
encryption[ 1]. 
C[y(e)] = Iee(-vIP(e)C[y(e)] 

• 	 Intermediate node forward packet to sink node 
with simple recoding with nO extra efforts. 

• 	 Sink node will decrypt tbe packet as[ 1]. 
D{c[y(e)]}= F' {E[y(e))} = y(e) 

• 	 Thus source packets simply recover by 

applying Gaussian elimination. 

X =a-'(y). 

V. CONCLUSION 

receiver decryp the message by perio-' g :!"vious work, author shows that network coding can 
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be lIsed to reduce the energy consumption by fewer 

transmissions. Here P-coding is used with network 

coding to reduce the energy consumption us well as to 

provide security in V ANET. This scheme requires less 

energy for the process of encryption and decryption 

operation. 
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Abstrac/- For many Natural Language Processing tasks, 
Opinion Mining of text content is important. In recenl yellrs, 
Social Media plays important role for expressing and 
sharing of any valuable or important infonnation in terms of 
text, SMSs, mails, reviews or comments, etc. Existing 
studies of Opinion Mining tend to extract less features and 
also used static datasets i.c. publicly available datascts. So 
thc proposed system gives a heuristic approach for Dynamic 
Comment Classification. The approach focuses on crawling 

of web pages by entering sced URL and then parsing of web 

pages is done. After getting user and their comments, 

preprocessing of comments is done. Various features are 

extracted like term weight, Noun Identification, Thematic 

words, Bag of words, etc. Then by applying Fuzzy Logic 

and IF·THEN rules, comment classification is done: positive 

and negative. Evaluation is done by the evaluation 

parameters like Precision, recall and F ·measure. 

Key words: Web Crawler, Data Preprocessing, Feature 

Extraction, Fuzzy Logic 


I. INTRODUCTION 

Opinion Mining is language processing task that uses a 
computational approach to identify opinionated content and 
c1a~ity it as positive, negative or neutral [I]. The 
unstructured data on the Web often carries expression of 
opinions of users in the form of reviews, blogs, comments, 
etc. Opinion Mming attcmpts to identity the expressions of 
opinion and' mood of writers. Most of the current Opinion 
Mining research is focused on business and e·commerce 
applications, such as review of products and movie reviews, 
Few researches have tried to understand opinions in the 
social and geopolitical context. 

But it becomes more difficult for web users to find 
valuable or important information in such a huge repository 
when the quantity of evaluative texts expands, so sentiment 
classification becomes important. Sentiment classification 
has been applied to many areas. It is used to annotate the 
sentiment content in text, categorize opinions in product 
reviews, etc, Some of other terms used in previous papers 
are sentiment analysis, opinion extraction and affect 
analysis. Sentiment classification has become an 
overlapping research issue in multiple research areas, such 
as Data Mining (DM), Machine Learning (ML), and so on 
[3]. 

Sentiment analysis is an area of research that is 
closely related to text analytics, natural language processing 
(NLP), computational linguistics (CL), and information 
retrieval (IR). The general aim of sentiment analysis is to 
determine/extract the opinion contained within a piece of 
tcxt. There has been an increase in popUlarity for sentiment 
analysis in rccent years, mainly due to the many practical 
applications it supports. For example: tracking opinions in 
online forums, b10gs and social nctworks; helping 
companies and organizations find customer opinions 0 

rI 

commercial products or services; and helping individuals 
decide on which product to buy or which movie to watch. 
Sentiment classification has increasingly gained attraction in 
recent years. It aims to divide text into different emotional 
polarities, such as positive, negative and neutral. Major 
approaches for sentiment classification fall into two 
categories: Icxicon based methods and machinc learning 
based methods. The performance of lexicon bascd methods 
strongly relies on sentiment lexicon [2]. As it is costly to 
build sentiment lexicons manually, most previous work has 
focused 011 the automatic or semi- automatic construction of 
sentiment lexicons. For machine learning based methods, 
sentiment classification is often treatcd as a traditional text 
categorization problem, and it's important to extract useful 
textual features for machine learning algorithms [3]. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows: Section II describes literature surveyor related 
work on Sentiment Analysis. Section m includes overvlew 
of proposed system. Section IV describes the Rcsults and 
Discussion. Section V gives Conclusion and Future Work. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Sentiment Analysis has been done using a different 
techniques or methods. Some works extract the meaning of 
the text. document, sentence or phrase level wbile others 
obtain connections between users to assign sentiment 
polarity for sentiment analysis. Many different approaches 
to solve sentiment analysis have been developed by 
researchers from information retrieval, most of which in this 
field use bag of words representations. In particular, 
Opinion Mining of tweets has been done using approaches 
based on text, which is lexicon based classifiers, also by 
combining Natural Language Processing and Machine 
Learning techniques. A lot of research has been done in this 
field by researchers and scholars all around the world. 

Text Mining and Sentiment Analysis have received 
a great attention due to abundance of opinion data that exists 
in social networks such as Facebook, twitter, etc. Here 
author Akaichi (2013) in [4] focused on mining ofFacebook 
status updates. For this, they constructed sentiment lexicon 
based on interjections, acronyms and emoticons. There are 
five main steps are followed: raw data collection, lexicon 
developments, feature extraction, training model for text 
polarity creation and machine learning method application. 
To evaluatc the pcrformance of sentiment classification, 
accuracy is calculated on different feature sets. 

Stop word removing is one of the frequently used 
step in preprocessing, Stopwords are periodically occurring 
words that rarely carry any information and orientation. 
Ohag and Shah (2015) in [5] the effect of stop word removal 
on various sentilDent classification models was analyzed. 
Se~timent Classification mode~~~,using movie 
revlCW taset. ClassIfiers fO~'- jltoportlOnal prcsence 
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distribution where as truditional approaches such as delta 
TFIDF and alternative tenn weighting techniques. 

Cai and Spangler (2008) in [6] tbcused on 
techniques that detect the topics tbat are highly correlated 
with positive and negative opinions. By coupling this 
technique with Sentiment classification, sentiment score is 
calculated. For topic detection, Point-wise mutual 
information and term frequency distribution method is used. 

A dependency Tree based Sentence-level 
Sentiment classification approaeh is presented by Li (20 II) 
in [7]. Here flat features (Bag-of-words) is captured as well 
as stmctured features from dependeney tree of a sentiments. 
Author introduced a convolution trce kernel based approach 
to the sentence level Sentiment elassification. This approach 
achieved improvement for implicit Sentiment Classification. 
To identifY the polarity SVM classifier is used. An approach 
which adopts empirical learning to implemcnt the Sentimcnt 
Classification technology and used a distance based 
predictive model to bind computational efficiency and 
modularity proposed by Bisio (2013) in [8]. 

Li (2013) [9] perfonned Sentiment Classification 
with full consideration of polarity shifting phenomenon. 
Firstly, extraction of somG detection rules for detection of 
polarity shifting of sentimental words from polarity shifted 
words in testing data, detection rules are applied. Lastly, 
term counting based classifier is designed by using polarity 
shifteo woros.--

Lin 	 (2015) [10] proposed a personality based 
Sentiment Classification method to capture more useful but 
not widely used sentiment words. To utilize both personality 
related and commonly used textual features. they adopt an 
ensemble learning strlltegy. Allocation of tweets is done to 
diffrent groups according to personality traits of users for 
eaeli grouP. Random Forests is trained separately. 

Liu (2011) in [II] presented a Novel Approaeh for , 
News Video Story Sentiment Analysis. In this, two 
chalknges are addressed: new video story Sentiment 
Classification and ranking. Graph based approach is used to 
classify the news stories into sentiment classes. To add news 
videos into sentiment space, a multimodal approach is used 
and to rank the videos in each class visual representation 
scores is adopted. For sentiment representation, sentiment 
class analysis is done based on PageRank algorithm and 
affmity propagation clustering. 

Mouthami (2013) in [12] proposed a New 
algorithm called Sentiment Classification algorithm with 
POS tags is used to improve classification accuracy on 
Movie Reviews Dataset. It approximately classifies the 
Sentiment using Bag of Words. Su (2012) in [13] explained 
a Semi-supervised learning method based on multi-view 
learning. Idea of approval is to generate multiple views by 
accolDplishing both feature partition and language 
translation strategies and after that to perfonn multi-view 
learning for Semi-Supervised Sentiment Classifieation 
standard co-training algorithm is applied. To generate 
different views two strategies are used: Feature Partition 
which splits whole and other strategy is language translation 
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Ill. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. 	 Overview 

Tht! proposed method of Opinion Mining of live comments 
from websites using fuzzy logic and NLP is described 
efficiently according to the steps which are depicted in the 
Fig.l.The following steps are used for comment 
classification. 
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Fig. I: Overview of Fuzzy based Classification System 

B. 	 Algorithm 

The input to algorithm is seed URL which is T,= {x I x ( 
Ti, 	where i=l, 2, 3 ...n} to receive the comments from 
websites. The output generated by the proposed algorithm is 
classification ofcomments into positive and negative. 

C. 	 Data Preprocessing 

I) 	 Read input data (I) with the help of web crawler 
Where 1= T; ... , ;,. different URL for extracting 
comments, 

2) 	 Colleet the contents of web pages and parse that 
web page by using efficient parser Remove special 
symbols like #, &, @, etc. 

3) 	 Remove all the stop words from comments like is, 
are, but, etc, 

4) 	 Convert the words into stem fonn i.e. studied to 
study. where ied is replaced with y. Output is tbe 
preprocessed string (R.). Repeat these steps for 
each comment. 

D. 	 Feature Extraction 

I) 	 Get the vector from keyword database and 
ealculate the repeated words in the comment. 
Calculate tenn weight (C,) for each repeated word 
by following equation (I). 

C, . Tfi'lsf; (I) 
"Where, 
Tn 	= term frequency of each repeated word. 
lsfi '" inverse sentence frequency of word. 

Y[; = --'!L , Enk 
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Now, divide string (l~~) iuto word~ and store in a to documents by a classifier with the classes the items 
vector V. Identify thc dllplicl.lte words in thc vector and actually belong to. 
remove them. For c;:lch word check for its occurrence in True positive means, which are truly classified liS 

Dictionary and calculate the score (Pn). the positive terms. True positives (TP). the classifier 
Next step is thematic words (Tw) identification. It correctly labeled as belonging to thc positive class. 

can be calculated as the prop0l1ion of the number of False positive (FP) means which were not labeled by the 
thematic words that arise in the text over the maximum chtssificl' as belonging to the positive class but should have 
SUIlunary ofthemalic words in the text. been. 

Bag words, here database is maintained for good True Negative (TN) is tbat the classifier correctly 
words and negative words. If the words from conunents are labeled as belonging to thc negative class. Truc Negative 
matched with these database words, then calculate the scores means, which are truly classified as the Negative terms. 
(Gw) and (Bw) for tbat commcnt. Repeat thcse stcps for False Negative (FN), which is nothing but example 
eaeh comment. which was not labeled by the classifier as belonging to the 

negative class but should have been. Evaluation measures
E. Fuzzy Classification 

like precision, recall, F -measure can easily be calculated 
In order to implement comment classification based on from these four variables. 

fuzzy logic. first, the fcatures cxtracted in the fcature 
 I) Prccision: Precision and recall are two widely used 
extraction step are used as input to the fuzzifier. Triangular metrics for evaluating performance in text mining. 
membership functions and fuzzy logic is used to summarize Precision is used to measure exactness. Precision is the 
the document. number of examples correctly labeled as positive 

The input triangular membership function for each divided on the total number that are classified as 
feature is divided into five fuzzy sets which are composed of positive. This is shown in the following formula. 

unimportant values low (L) and very low (VL), average P .. TP 


reCISion: TP+FN
values (medium (M)) and important values high (H) and 
2) Recall: Recall is a measure of completeness. whilevery high (VH). Fuzzy crisp values are created as shown 

recall is the number of examples correctly labeled as below as example: 
positive divided on the total number of examples that Very Low (VI) - 0.0 To 001 
truly are positive. This is shown in the followingLow (L) - 0.2 To 0.4 
formula.Medium (M) - 0.4 To 0.6 


High (H) - 0.6 To 0.8 Recall: ~ 

TP+FP 

Very High (Vh) - 0.8 To 1.0 3) F-Measure: F-Measure is ille harmonic mean of 
In inf~rence engine the most important part is the precision and recall. This gives a score that is a balance 

definition of fuzzy IF-TlHEN rules. The important sentenecs between preeision and recal l. F-Measure eombines 
are xtracted from ulese rules according to fe·atures criteria. them into one score for easier usage. 
Sample oflF-THEN rules shows as the following rule. F= 2xpreci.sjo~xreca ll 
IF (iienn lV~ight is H) and (No Proper Noun is VH) and (No _p..r~qslon+recan 

Thematic Word is Ii) ACCURACY GRPAH 
THEN (Comment is Imp0rlant) 
IF (Term weight is VL) and (No Proper Noun is M) and (No 
Thematic Word is L) 100 

mEN (Commellt is Unimportant) 90 

Likewise, the last step in fuzzy logic system is the 8() ;;::;
70defuzzfication. The output membership function whicb is £. 

u Wused to convert the fuzzy results from the inference engine 
> 

;0into a crisp output for the flnal score of each sentence. Then § 
~ 

after defuzzification, the classification of comments is done. < dO 

m 
2O 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 10 
) S 50 75 100

The Fuzzy based comment classification system uses 
customer reviews about some restaurants effectively. A NO. Of COMMf.NfS 

-:---:-=--c=----:--=-
review is a subjective text containing a sequence of words Fig. 2: F-measure of Fuzzy based Classification System 
describing opinions of reviewer regarding a specific food, The experiments are performed on web pages 
services, etc. Review text may contain complete sentences, containing comments in the range of 25,50,75,100 and F-
short comments, or both. Restaurants reviews are collected measure is ealeulated for each web pages as sbown in Fig.2. 
from websitcs like Woodland, Orchid, Sapana and Mathura The system [15] implements aspect extraction 
hotels from pune. Tbe fuzzy based comment classification using frequent item set mining in customer product reviews 
system is compared witb the aspeet based classification and gives the precision 75%, rec~U1,5:'rr%_~d F-measure 
using frequent item set mining [15]. 80.36%. The fuzzy based cO&I\lli:J~fj5liti.on system 
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Fig. 3: Comparative Results 

V. CONCLUStON AND FUTIJRE SCOPE 

The proposed system gives heuristic and general approach 
named Opinion Mining of live comments from the website 
using Fuzzy Logic and NLP. Here the focus is on comments 
which are used for classification and experiments are 
performed on some web pages. The accuracy aehieved by 
the proposed system with the help of evaluation parameters 
like Preeision, Reeall and F-measure are 84.18%, 80.SS% 
and 82.08%. Here, proposed s ystem uses HTTP protocol 
based websites for implementation. In future, HTTPs 
protocol based sites (Yahoo, Twitter, elc.) can be taken into 
consideration by taking authorization as these are secured 
site~ and ~Iso by combining Fuzzy based classifier with 
other c1assIficatron techmques, accuracy can be achieved. 
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Abstract -In this paper, the proposed system is 
designed which predicts the electricity demand. 
Data mining techniques are used such as data 
cleaning, data smoolhing to get the dala requiredjor 
prediction. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) . 
plays a great role in forecasting the electricity 
consumption. The existing methodology used to find 
the electricity consumptioll and demand prediction 
for household used ANN, data mining and data 
preprocessing. The context features like weather, 
temperature, humidity and public holiday are used 
as input for the prediction system. Along with 
context jeatures seasonwise electricity consumption 
jorecasting to achieve improved accuracy is done 
using proposed system which is based on Support 
Vector Regression (SVR) alld Linear Regression 
(LR). LR and SVR gives better accuracy than the 
existing system. LR produces the MAPE value of 
0.59% and SVR produces MAPE value of O.II%. 
The RMSE (Root Mean Squared Error) perfonnance 
metrics is used to evaluate the system peiformance. 
The RMSE value /01' LR is 0.73 and for SVR it is 
0.34. 

Keywords Predictive modeling, Data mining, 
Artificial Neural Network, Context Features, 
Support Vector Regression, Linear Regression 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electricity is correlated with the economic growth 
of the country. It provides working flow for the 
industries all Over the world. The shortage of 
electricity leads normal economic growth. Electricity 
is the day-to-day need of the people. Electricity 
could not be invented as it is a natural phenomenon. 
It has great importance in our life as it illuminates 
houses, switch on the televisions, helps in cooking 
food, reduces work load with the help of many 
electric appliances. Electricity comes from photo 
voltaic energy, non renewable fuels, hydroelectric 
energy, nuclear energy, wind energy. Energy is the 
reliable source to supply electricity which is 
pollution free. For no pollution, we can simply go-' 
for NAP i.e., North American Power. It offers a gas 
which is called "clean gas", that don't cause pollution. 
They also provide a product called "green electric". 

generation of 
Y=a+bX 

They also carry out the 
uncontaminated energy from renewable sources, 

The electricity forecasting is done using articficial 
neural networks, data mining techniques, regression 

ISSN: 2231-5381 

amalysis and many more. In this paper regression 
methods such as Linear Regression and Support 
Vector Regression is used with data mining 
techniques. 

In this paper, the techniques of data mining arc 
used to calculate the electricity demand. For this we 
need to know what is data mining? 

A. Data Milling Defillition 

Basically data mining is also known as knowledge 
discovery. Data mining is extracting data from large 
databases and transform it into understandable 
structurc for further use. Data mining is the analysis 
step of the "knowledge discovery in databases" 
process or KDD. Data mining is defined in various 
fonns. Some ofthese definitions are listed below: 
• Data mining or knowledge discovery in databases, 
as it is also known. is the non-trivial extraction of 
implici~ previously unknown and potentially useful 
information from the data. This encompasses a 
number of technical approaches such as clustering, 
data summarization, classification, finding 
dependency networks, analyzing changes and 
detecting anomalies . 
• Data mining is the search for the relationships and 
global patterns that exist in large databases but are 
hidden among vast anlOunts of data, such as the 
relationship between patient data and their medical 
diagnosis. 11\is relationship represent valuable 
knowledge about the database and the objects in the 
database, if the database is the faithful mirror oflbe 
real world registered by the database. 

B. Li1lear Regressio1l(LR) 

Linear Regression depicts the relation between the 
dependent variable and explanatory variable 
(independent variable). LR is used to predict the 
value y i.e., independent variable from the value ofx 
i.e., dependent variable . It describes a straight line 
which minimizes squared deviations of observed 
values of y from those on the regression line. 
Equation for Simple Linear Regression: 
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the t!qualion l!!ln also b~ written in t1i tl't!rent form as: 

y= a + px + f. - (2) 

where 
a, pare model parameters; 
E is the unpredictable random disturbance tenn 

C. S/lpporl Veclor Regressio/l(SVR) 

Support Vector Machinc (SVM) is superviscd 
learning model with associated learning algorithms 
that analyse data used for classification and 
regression analysis. SVR is similar to the SVM but a 
margin of tolerance is set in SVR. nut the main idea 
is same i.e., to minimize the error. There is a 
function cailed SMOReg which used for SVR in 
weka tool. LibSVM performs same as SMOReg so it 
can be used for calculating SVR. LibSVM is the 
library for SVM algorithms. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEV 

There are various approaches used to predict the 
electricity demand. Various data mining techniques 
have been used for foreeasting electricity demand. 
The work done for prediction of eleetricity IS 

discussed below: 

A. ForecasJil1g Electricity using Neural Networks 

In [2], the value prediction method is implemented 
with artificial neural network. The meteorological 
factors such as temperature, humidity, rainfall, 
public holidays, etc are considered. The two 
methods for load forecasting are categorized as 
models and methods. Time series and regression 
analysis contribute as models and methods belong to 
computational and artificial intelligence. Regression 
based models are used because regression methods 
are easy to implement. Time series are the oldest 
methods used for load foreeasting. To improve the 
load forecasting the approach can be explored to 
predict the agricultural electricity consumption. 

In [3]', a technique for calculating hourly 
electricity prices for wholesale electricity market in~ 

Ontario, Canada using feed forward neural network 
combined with data mining is proposed. For training 
the neural network 135 days are selelcted. The 
forecasting is done for nine days from different 
seasons. The similar prices days are used for each 
hour from a set of 90 days. The proposed method 
predicts the accurate electricity consumption from 
low to medium priee. 

In [4], an idea is put forth of forecasting model on 
hourly basis for large commercial office buildings 
based on ra 1 sis 'of[ neural networkd~
(RBFNN) which eather and historical load 
data. It is beneficial because it does not require any 

j-\Uu lion iechoOl",i 
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trial and error procedures. The data required consists 
only the weather and electric power consumption. 

In [5], elcctricity prediction using artificial neural 
network of China is discussed. The goal of bis study 
is to provide accurate estimation model of electricity 
demand. The multilayer perceptron ANN model i.e., 
Artificial Neural Network with error back
propngation algorithm is used. This algorithm is 
used to estimate the eleetricity demand. 

In [6], a new method regression tree and 
Normalized Radial Basis Function Network i.c., 
NRBFN for electricity price forecasting is 
introduced. If-then rules are used to classify the 
input data. Thc combination of ANN and regression 
reduccd the maximwn errors for forecasting 
electricity prices. 

B. Other Approaches 

[7] has used data mining techniques to predict the 
electricity consumption in Iran- Mazandaran 
province. The regression model is used for the 
predietion. The prediction variables used are 
temperature, moisture and electricity consumption 
price. The research aimed at predicting recent years 
eleetricity consumption and prediction of future 
consumption. 

[8] has described the idea of short term load 
forecasting using SVM (Support Vector Machine) 
based on clustering. In this the available past data is 
clustered for forecasting the next day load. All the 
similar patterns of the day are considered for training 
the SVM. Also the threshold between the daily 
average loads of all the input training patterns and 
input testing patterns are used. The results of both 
with clustering and without clustering are put forth 
and form the different cluster patterns for different 
threshold values. This method avoids heavy 
computation. 

[9] has presented an approach of data numng 
techniques for long term electricity forecasting in 
Egyptian Electrical Network. The knowledge 
discovery steps are implemented. Preprocessing is 
used to find the missing values, odd values, oulliers 
and normalize data. Eleven different cases are tested 
with actual data collected from different sites. 
Comparison is done between these different cases. 

In [10], a method using clustering and silhouette 
algorithm for simple building electric power 
prediction model with local w~J forecast 
infonnation is proposed. AlS''-»ig;A~!;l!nique 
called K-means clustering .~'" elealed. 

/f'; £- " \' 
Cluster analysis and Co e oD>'""anaIYSl '" are 
perf0n.n"'! to find energy ~Sii e~aftpls. CI~' 
analYSls sllhouette mdex mdi\!irt~ thaf' lh% eason'lliid 
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the day type time parmnete::fs arc important filctors to 
classify the tolal electric power usage. Correlation 
analysis show the energy facility working paUerns 
are strongly related to local weather conditions. The 
developed model can be used to repl<1ce a waUmeter 
to a computer 
application. The model ean be also applied for 
optimal control problems in smart grid. 

In (II), an automatic method of explanatory 
variable selection using additive model is presentcd. 
There are thousands of time series whieh need to be 
studied so some automatic method is required. This 
approach tells how to correct the middle term errors 
for sbort term load forecasting. EDF portfolio 
consumption is considered as load demand at 
aggregate level and GEFCom20l2 (Global 
Elcctricity Forecasting competItIon 2012) is 
considered at loaeal application. This mcthodology 
combines nonlinear regression and variable selection 
procedure. This approach simplifies the analysis. But 
the disadvantage is that it breaks the longitudinal 
aspects of the observed data. 

(12) introduces a new data fusion algorithm for 
electricity forecasting. A single forecast engine is.. 
not enough to capture all the patterns of price signal. 
Therefore, artificial neural network, adaptive neuro
fuzzy inference system, autoregressive moving 
average are selected as forecast engine. The new 
data fusion algorithm i.e., modified ordered weight 
average (modified OW A) is proposed to combine 
the three forecast engines. The proposed method 
provides more accurate results than the primary 
agents i.e., engines. The system can yield even more 
accurate results if the primary agents provide 
accurate forecasts at the initial stage. 

[n (13), an integrated method of price and load is 
presented. Through this methodology consumer can 
make electricity usage according to the price. At the 
initial stage price and load are treated separately. In 
second stage, price and load interaction is done by 
considering input from initial stage. The adaptive 
wavelet nemal network (A WNN) is used which_. 
forecasts the 24 hour electricity for the next day. The 
ARlMA and GARCH models are used. The system 
forecasts on price or load and does not require the 
information of the forecast day. But weather 
conditions, power changes may affect the 
performance of the system. Feature selection can be 
added to the system to improve the performance in 
the future. 

ill.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

·In the proposed system the efforts are made to 
enhance the accuracy and performance of the 
sYSiem. 

A. Algoritltm for Forecasting Eleclricity 
Consumption 

I. Let U be the set of Users U={ul,u2,u3 .....un) 
for each u in U. Vlhere, u=household user. 

2. Collect previous M consumption records 
{fl,f2 ... .fM) Where, M=consumption record. 

3. Now, Calculate mean electricity consumption 
using formula giver below 

. . . L~"-oFk!M I 	 ean e ectnclty consumptlOn = m 

Where. m=no. of previous records of energy 
consumption 

Fk=energy consumed at kth instances 

4. The calculating the linear regression(LR) 

y= a. + px + E 


5. Calculating the support vector regression(SVR) 

7. Output demand electricity improve accuracy 
result. 

B. Algorithm fol' SVR 

The jar files of weka are imported in java .i.c., 
weka.jar. Interfacing of weka with cclipse is done. 
The working of the SVR algorithm in java will be 
the same as in weka tool. The algorithm is as follows: 

I. 	 Choose the LibSVM button under the functions 
group. 

2. 	 Click on name of the algorithm to view the 
configuration 

3. 	 Click on start button to start the algorithm 
4. 	 On the result sereen the output of SVR is 

displayed. 

C. System Architedlll'e 

The work flow of the eleetricity forecasting 
system is represented diagrammatically in the Fig 1 
given below: 

~ 
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consumption volume using minute-dependent 
context feature~ and historical load data for each of 
the cluster. 

4. SVR and LR Methodology: 

1 
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Fig 1: Proposed System Architecture for Electricity 
Consumption Forecasting 

Step by step working of the proposed system is 
explained as follows: 

l.Meter data collection and preprocess: In 
figure 2. the very first step is to collect the individual 
meter data for an adequate time period. The time 
series were composed of conseeutive data points. 
The daily time series is sorted because noisy and 
missing data is unavoidable during meter data 
transmission. 

2. Extraction of daily electricity consumption 
behavior pattern and pattern type induction: At 
this stage daily electricity consumption behavior
pattern is found. Data smoothing and data 
granulation is done. Data smoothing fetehes the data 
by removing the noisy data. In data granulation, the 
data is divided into finite granular intervals to reduce 
the resolution. 

3. Forecasting model construction: Two 
classification models are eonstructed at this stage: 

i. InterclusterBehaviour Classification Model 
Construction This model takes the day-dependent 
context feature as input. The behavior class label 
treated as the output. Each cluster is treated as a 
behavior class and days in the same class exhibit 
similar electricity consumption patterns. 

ii. Intracluster Consumption Volume Prediction 
Model Construction The minute-dependent 
context feature is the input for this model. also the 
historical load data is also the input. The output is 
the electricity consumption volume. . Back 
pr a ation ne ·network is applied to eonstruct" 
the on function of a time point electricity 

H D 
• 0 1Intormation 

Oepartfl'~~' . . 

Support Vector Regression: Support Vector 
Machine can also be used as a regression method. 
maintaining all the main features that characterize 
tlle algorithm (maximal margin). The Support 
Vector Regrcssion (SVR) uses the same principlcs 
as the SVM for classification. with only a few minor 
differences. First of all, because output is a real 
number it becomes very difficult to predict thc 
information at hand. which has infinite possibilities. 
In the case of regression. a margin of tolerance 
(epsilon) is sel in approximation to the SVM which 
would havc already requested from the problem. In 
SVR, the input x is first mapped onto a m
dimcnsional feature space using some fixed 
(nonlinear) mapping and then a linear 
constructed. SVR is calculated as follows: 

model is 

where g;(x), j~ I ,2 ........ m is the set of non linear 
transformations and b is the bias term. 

Linear Regression: It is the simplest form of 
regression that just contains predictor and prediction. 
The relationship between the two can be mapped on 
a two dimensional space and the records plotted for 
the prediction values along the Y axis and the 
predietor values along the X axis. The simple linear 
regression model then could be viewed as the line 
that minimized the error rate between the actual 
prediction values and the point on the line. 

Y~a+bX -(from I) 
Where, Y~ dependent variable 

X~ independent variable 
a~ intercept of line 
b= slope ofline 

In Fig I, by using the forecasting model. LR and 
SVR method the daily basis demand of the 
predicated electricity is calculated. The results using 
the foreeasting model i.e., inetrcluster classification 
model and intracluster volume consumption model 
and SVR, LR are compared. The assumption is that 
the forecasting using SVR and LR will improve 
accuracy as behavior patterns are also analysed at 
this stage. 

S. Confirmation test and Forecast application: 
At this stage, confirmation test of electricity 
eonsumption forecasting demand at a specific time 
point in a specific day is done. The intercluster 
behavior classification model and intracluster 

consumption volume 'ti~~~~i!;~~~~ed~ If 
the results are not proper Q 
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construction model are r.:hecked. If the results are 
correct forecasling applications arc initialed. 

D. Error Calculation 

To compare the results of existing system and 
proposed system error is calculated. MAPE (Mean 
Absolute Percentage Error) is calculated and one 
additional error which is modification to the 
proposed system i.e., RMSE (Root Mean Squared 
Error) value is calculated. Error calculation for 
regression is as follows: 

Error calculation for LR: 

MAPE=.!. I~ 1)"->" 1X 100N .-1 yi 

Where, Yi= actual meter reading 

yi= predicted value 


MAPE=0.59% 


, 
L",'-l(yi -yi)

RMSE= 
" 



Where, n=total no.of readings 

RMSE= 0.73 

Error calculation for SVR: 

- (4) 

(5) 

MAPE=.!."~ ,""-5"/ X 100N ~.-1 yt 

= 0.11% 

) 
=0.34 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The existing system produced an error i.e., MAPE 
value of3.23%. From the error calculation section it 
is clear that the proposed system for electricity 
consumption forecasting for household gives less 
error. The MAPE error for LR is 0.59% and RMSE 
value is 0.73. the MAPE error for SVR is O.ll% and 
RMSE value is 0.34. Error calculation shows that 
electricity demand prediction is more accurate than 
the existing system. Ultimately the improved 
accuracy improves the performance of the 
forecasting system. 

In Fig 2 the prediction for LR methodology is_. 
shown. The meter reading is plotted on X·axis anv 
the prediction is plotted on Y·axis. 
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Fig 2: Graph for LR prediction 

In Fig 3, the graph for prediction through SVR 
methodology is plotted. Here also, the X-axis 
indicates meter reading and the Y-axis indicates the 
prediction, 
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Fig 3: Graph for SVR prediction 

In Fig 4, the comparison between the SVR and 
LR methodology is shown. The graph indicates that 
the prediction done with SVR is less than the LR So 
from the graph it is clear that the SVR methodology 
yields better results. And hence, the accuracy of 
prediction is improved. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The proposed system is designed to predict the 
electricity demand. The system shows that the 
consumer's behaviour patterns are affected by the 
external factors. The proposed system works on 
behavioural patterns of electricity consumption 
using SVR and LR. The SVR and LR are 
implemented using weka tool which classifies and 
clusters the data. SVR and LR. The error produced 
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s. Do you get attracted to buy a productlbrand endorsed by a celebrity? 

A) Strongly Agree B) Agree 
C) Nominal D) Disagree E) Strongly Disagree 

Scale No. of respondent Percentane (%) Valid percentage (%) 
Strongly Agree 5 16.66 16.66 
Agree 7 23.33 23.33 
Nominal 12 40 40 
Disagree 4 13.33 13.33 
Strongly disagree 2 6.67 6.67 
Total 30 100 100 

Endorsement Effectiveness 


• Strongly Agree 

. Agree 

Nominal 

• Disagree 

• Strongly disagree 

Interpretation 

From the above graph, it can be interpreted that 40% of people are nominal about celebrity 

endorsement effectiveness while only 7% people are strongly disagree that celebrity artracts me to 
buy a product. 

.'. 
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ABSTRACT: Service recommender systems have been made clear as of grea t value instruments for making ready 
right recommendations to users. In the last ten years stage, the amount of persons getting goods from store, services and 
connected knowledge has grown quickly, giving in the great sized facts observations hard quest ion for public 
organization recommender systems. As an outcome of th at, old and wise public organization recommender systems 
often have pain of from scalabi lity and inefficiency problems when processing or observing such great-scale facts. In 
addition, most of having existence public organizat ion recommender systems present the same ratings and putting in 
line of services to different uscrs without giving thought to as different users' desires, and therefore fails to meet users' 
made for a person needed th ings. Here KASR implemented on Hadoop to improve its scalability in the big data 
environment and Map-reduce parallel processing usi ng distributed computing with cf algorithm. The sentimental 
analysis is helping to improve accuracy on the users' preferences. By using vari ous parameters with sentimental 
analysis the recommendati on system will help to improve its performance on live data. 

KEYWORDS : Hadoop; CF a lgor ithm; big dalO ; Recommendation System; Keyword- Aware Service; Distributed 
Computing; Sentimental Analysis; Map-Reduce 

r. INTRODUCTION 
A. BACKGROUND 

Big data is the great sized growth and availability of the data, this data can structured, nnstructured and semi

) structured data. In today's life, the growth of the data is increasing because of internet. Big data refers the data set 

which beyond the capacity of cun'ent technology. Increasing data may require more accurate analyses, this may lead to 

more confident decision making and better decision can result greater operational efficiency, reduced risk and cost 

reductions. It is the management chal lenge for the IT companies. For that challenge provisioning the hardware and 
software solutions is one of the big challenges. 

The online service providin g applicati on , there Big Data tendency poses heavy impacts on service recommender 
systems. The growing no of alternative service recommendation system in which users' preference has become 
important issue. The service recommendat ion system have been shown the valuable tools for providing appropriate 
recommendation to the user and helps the users with senices overload. 

B. MOTIVATION 

The companies capture large scale information about providers, customers and the opera tions making on that 
in fo rmation. The rapid growth of services, customers and online services has facing cri tical challenges of service 
recommendation. Most exis ting service recommendation system such as Hotel Reservation System and the Restaurant 
guides presen ted the rating of the serviccs to th e new user same . lion as per the past ratings. They didn't 
considering different preferences wi thout considering the requi ' ~, ~ user. 

Motivated by these observations, In thiS paper I) KASR: eywor _ re Service Recomm 
based on the User Based Collaborative Fllteling (CF) AI~ l)., 2) In Key.;.:> Aware Serviee men<tt\i1lrio\O<!~ 
(KASR), keyword of prevIOus users extracted from their re~ '" t'Otg'M:- the b~trerl preferences . Depe {!;i~'%I PW1\>l"~"o~ 
recommendati on methods the keyword can be exu acted for m~e rating.s!' · ~I (1\ 0\ 'I> c.o\lell" 0 ;, Il~~ 

8 ' method 

~ _ / .,- . t Cellal\l1'\ai "."&16, I'U~6 _. ~ :s' ,,' "as'" (0'1. . 
Copyright to Um.CCE 001. 10 1568 ~_E.2:016 0411o$\I'Il. \Jallgao~ , 20115 
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4. What means of advertisement persuades you the most to purchase a product? 

A) Television B) Radio 
C) Newspaper D) lntemet E) Magazines 

Sources of 
Advertisements 
Television 
Radio 
News a er 
lntemet 
Ma azines 
Total 

No. of respondent 

5 
0 
3 
21 
I 
30 

Percentage (%) 

16.66 
0 
10 
70 
3.33 
100 

Valid perc entage (%) 

16.66 
o 
10 
70 
3.33 
100 

~ 

3% 

Effective Advertisement 

• Televisio n 

• Radio 

• News paper 

• Internet 

• Magazines 

• 

Interpretation 

From the above graph, most 70% people persuades that's in today's scenario internet has been the 

effecti ve source of ad vertisement and most of the people using internet 3 to 5 hour a day so they get 

the chance to be aware of celebrity endorsements while radio doesn't have impact on people now 

days. 
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a) Approximate Similarity Computation 
Here comparing the si milarity and diversity of sample sets, jaccard coefficients, is applied in the approximate 

similarity computation. 
b) Exact Similarity Computation 

A cosine based ~pproach is applied in the exact similarity computation and it is similar as vector space model io 
information retrieval. 

Step 3: Computing Sentimcntal Analysis 
In Similarity computation it considered the previous and aClive user's preferences for computing appropriate 

recommendation, like wise in sentimental analysis it categorise the positive and negative reviews of the previous users. 
Because of sentimelHal analysis the sys tem works in more efficient way. In proposed system by using various 
parameters like systems speed, efficiency, scalability, accuracy etc will be computing on live data for better\ I 
recorrunendation performance. 

Step 4: Generate Recommendation by Calculating Personalized Ratings 
The recommendation would be generated to the user by calculating similarity of the active user and previous user. 

Finally a personalized service recommendation list will be presented to the user and the service(s) with the higbest 
rating(s) will be recommended to him/her. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

As per the literature survey and intensive analysis it has been found that the service recommendation system works 
accurately on the basis of sentimental analysis. It helps to compute negative and positive reviews of the previous user. 
By using few parameters here we can improve efficiency of the recommendation system and this motivates the 
researcher for further research that how to deal with the live data for recommendation. 
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3. What makes you notice a brand? 

A) Quality 


C) Endorsing celebrity 


B) Advertising 

D) Price E)others factors 

Significance No. of respondent Percentage (%) Valid percentage (%) 
Quality 5 16.66 16.66 
Advertising 3 10 10 
Endorsing celebrity 9 30 30 
Price J3 43.33 43.33 
others factors 0 0 0 
Total 30 100 100 

Brand Identity 

0% 

• Quality 

• Advertising 

• Endorsing celebrity 

• Price 

• others factors 

Interpretation 

From the above pie graph, it can be interpreted that 42% of people gets affected towards the product 

because of price of the product while least 10% of people notice a brand through the advertisements. 
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Access Points 
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Abstract Location jinding by using wireless 
technology is one of 'he emerging and important 
technologies of wireless sensor networks. GPS can 
be utilized for outdoor areas only it cannot be used 
for tracking the user inside the building. The main 
motivation of this paper is to implement the system 
which can locate and track the user inside the 
building. Indoor locations include buildings like an 
airport, huge malls. supermarkets, universities alld 
large infrastructures. The significant problem that 
this system solves is of tracking the user inside the 
building. The accurate indoor location can be found 
out by using the Received Signal Strength Indication 
(RSSI). The additional hardware is not required for 
RSSJ, and moreover, it is easy to ullderstand. The 
RSS (Received Sigrzal Strength) values are 
cakulated with the help of WiFi Access points and 
the mobile device. The system should provide the 
exact location of the user and also track the user. 
This paper presents a ,ystem that helps in finding 
out the exact location and tracking of the Ilfobile 
device in the indoor environment. II can also be used 
to navigate the user to a required destination using 
the navigation function. 

Keywords - Received Signal Strength, Global 
Positioning System. Indoor Localization. WiFi. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

GPS is the most efficient technique used for 
tracking, but it can be utilized only for outdoor 
locations. When people need the indoor localization 
or tracking, GPS is not at all useful. GPS can be 
used only for outdoor areas and not for indoors. 
Indoor locations include buildings like supermarkets, 
big malls, parking, universities, and various other 
infrastructures with the wide area. In these regions, 
the accuracy of the GPS location is substantially 
reduced. When GPS is used for indoor localization, 
the map sbOWD by GPS is not much correct. But for 
the indoor localization, it requires the higher 
accuracy, so GPS is not compatible for indoor 
tracking, also when the GPS is used in the mobile 
dcvice the amount of battery consumption is quite 
more as compared to other applications. 

Indoor tracking can be very useful in large 
buildings such as airports, shopping malls, and 
enterprises during emergencies. Indoor localization 
provides vital services for mobile and general 
applications such as advertisement of a product or 
promotion of new shops in the Shopping maU. It can 

also be very helpful for navigation during an 
emergency rcscue. Now days, mobile phones have 
become the most important infonnation interface 
between users and environments, motivating 
extensive research on localization based on 
smartphones. 

In recent few years, localization of indoor things 
such as pedestrian or rooms or exit doors in a 
building bas become an exact requirement for which 
a variety of technologies have been introduced to 
obtain the good accuracy. The challenge is in 
developing the map based on floor plans of interiors, 
selecting tile useful indoor positioning technology 
and various efficient algorithms and developing the 
propcr indoor positioning devices for the buildings. 
The existing systems that deal with indoor 
localization services mostly use different wireless 
technologies like Wi-Fi, RFlD Tags, Bluetooth, 
signals of cellular towers and ZigBee. Existing 
indoor localization systems can be divided into three 
types based on the structure of service areas. The 
three types of systems which can do indoor 
localization are 2D (two dimensional) service areas, 
3D (three dimensional) service areas, and large 
building. 

The remaining paper is arranged as follows: 
Section II gives an overview of related work already 
done on indoor localization systems, section III 
includes the proposed system, Section IV includcs 
mathematical model section V includes results and 
discussion, and Section VI consists of conclusion 
and futurc scope. 

ll. RELATED WORK 

Various systems have been developed for 
indoor localization. Some of critical systems that are 
developed are discussed below. 
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Indoor tracking can be done by using DR 
technology along with the help of somc othcr 
techniqucs. Working with DR can be classified into 
two mcthods [n 

I] The First method uses thc accelerometer and 
magnetometer which help in analyzing reference 
direction towards the gravity. The accumulation of 
orientation error is avoided which is one of the 
advantages of this method. The limitation of this 
system is that Ihe additional crrOrs will be produced 
due to incompletc separation of gravity signals from 
linear acceleration imposed on phones. 

2] The second method is to use the sensors with 
the gyroscope, which are less noisy and error free. 
TIley are also not affected by the external interface. 
But they eannot measure the angular position, 
instead of that, they can only measure angular 
velocity because of which only relative movement of 
the phone can be known with the help of gyroscope 
readings [".The heading direction can be efficiently 
found out by merging these two techniques. The raw 
values as received. from accelerometer, 
magnetometer, and gyroscope are given as inputs to 
the filter and output is an estimate of azimuth, pitch, 
and the roll of the phone in the global home. 

B. Magicol 
The authors Y. chaoShu, C. Bo, GuobinShen, 

C. Zhao, L. Li, and F. Zhao in the paper (2) "Magicol: 
Indoor Localization Using Pervasive Magnetic Field 
and Opportunistie WiFi Sensing" described the 
techniques for indoor tracking. It was published in 
IEEE Journal on selected areas in commurucations, 
voL 33, no. 7, July 2015. Magicol is the system 
which uses thc magnetic field for indoor tracking 
and localization. It is beneficial for Smartphone 
users. Fig I shows the architecture of MagicoL This 
system uses the device called as magnetometer 
which is present in almost all Smartphone. It does 
not require the additional setup of hardware. 
Magicol is very efficient as it uses the magnetic 
sensing that consumes a tiny amount of energy and 
also it can be utilized for all indoor environments. 
Recognizing that the indoor geomagnetic field 
anomalies are Ubiquitous, location specific and 
temporally stable, Magicol forces the 10caBy 
disturbed magnetic signals as location·speci'fic 
signatures [2). 

During the implementation of to it comes 
across three main challenges which arc discussed 
below: 

I] Magnetic signal as not much 
distinguishable. In Magicol system collects the user 
motion to form a set of multiple observations and it 
is called as the vector. This vector is then compared 
with predetennined Magnetic Signal Map (M·Map). 
M·Map is the offline map that is already created and 
stored in the database. The user may walk randomly 
in any direction or can stop or start to walk at any 
point. To handle such complexity the vectorization is 
out on per-step basis. 

2] Secondly Magicol is not dependent on 
WiFi or access points. It can work in infrasbucture 
which is not supported by WiFi or any other access 
points. 

3] The another important challenge in Radio 
Frequency indoor localization system is that the 
database of indoor may need to eonstruct in advance. 
This is the major challenge and has been studied 
recently here they proposed a complaint walk (CW) 
bascd solution for a site survey. In this system, the 
person who is doing survey needs to walk along the 
pre--detcrmined path. The mobile device analyzes 
and colleets sensor readings and magnetic signals 
which surveyor is walking. Then the real walking 
traces are compared with survey path through 
dynamic programming and form the tracking path 12] 

C. The Horus 
The authors M. Youssef and A Agrawala 

in their paper, [3) "The Horus WLAN location 
determination system" which was published in 
Proceedings of 3rd ACM MobiSys described the 
Horus system for indoor localization. It was released 
in Horus is a Radio Frequency based indoor location 
determination system. Current working of Horus is 
done in the context of 802.11 wireless LAN's. Horus 
uses the Received Signal Strength (RSS) technology. 
The components of HORUS are shown in Fig 2. In 
this technology the signal strength, this measured to 
find the location. WLAN location determination 
system consists of two types: client based and 
infrasrrucrure based. Horus works primarily into two 
phases, offline phase, and online phases [3). 

Fig I: Magicol Architecture [21. u~ olo9~ 
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Fig 2: Components of HORUS (3] 

1] Offline phase: - In the offline pbasc, initially 
the construction of radio map is done. Clustering of 
radio map locations and preprocessing of the 
Received Signal Strength model is performed. 

2] Online phase: - [n online phase, the actual 
tracking is carried out. Here the user location is 
found out hy using the Received Signal Strength 
from each acccss point and radio map, which is 
constructed in offline pbase 131. 

Horus is the system that lies in the category in 
which multiple possible outcomes occurs. It is 
designed to satisfy the two primary goals: first is 
high accuracy and second are low computational 
requirements. Horus system analyzes the various 
causes of the wireless channel and helps in solving 
them to achieve high cfficiency. 

D.MADT 
The paper (4] named Energy-Efficient Indoor 

Localization of Smart Hand-Held Devices Using 
Bluetooth is described below. The authors of this 
article are YU GU and FUJ[ REN, and it was 
published in Department of Information Science and 
Intelligent Systems, University of Tokushirna, 
Tokushirna, Japan, 2015. MADT i.e. Motion 
Assisted Device tracking, is a unique and efficient 
algorithm which is used for quick localization of 
target devices. [t does not require any additional 
labor survey of the site and also it does not need any 
access point. MADT uses the fundamcntal rules of 
RSSI and the environmental factor such as direction 
and distaDce instead of signal entries from access 
points. This helps to guide the user to move 
gradually towards the direction of the target [4] 

MADT can be combuled with either Bluetooth or 
WiFi to form a complete system for indoor tracking. 
But the challenge is to find out, which of these two 
technologies are efficient for usc along with MAD!. 
Aller comparing both Bluetootb and WiFi regarding 
various attributes, the obtnincd result shows that 
Blnetooth will be more efficicnt than WiFi for 
MADT (411']. 

Thc basic idca of MADT is to set thc target 
device as the signal emitting source which sends thc 
signals and gradually draws the user in its direction. 
The movement of user shows the particular pa ttem 
which supports the rules derived in the empirical 
study. It uses two main rules: Rule I - It decides 
whether target in close range or not. 

Rule 2 - To find the direction of search i.e. target. 
The pseudo code for MADT is dividcd into four 
parts 141, 

I] Selecting the start point: - Choose the starting 
point of the search area manually. 

2] Calculate the RSSI reading: - Place the receiver 
facing towards all four direetions and calculate the 
distances. 

3] Choose the search Direction: - Identify the 
correct quadrant by considering the gained RSS[ 
values from step 2. 

4] Identify whether the target is closer or user or 
not. 

B.RFID 
The authors P. Bahl and V. N. Padmanabhan in 

the paper [5] "RADAR: An In-building RF-based 
User Location and Tracking System" which was 
published in Proceedings of 9th IEEE INFOCOM. 
RFlD is a mcans of loading and gaining back the 
data through an electromagnetic transmission to an 
RF compatible integrated circuit. It is nOw being 
seen as a means of enhancing data handling 
processes. A RFlD system has various important 
components which include RFID readers, RFID tags, 
and the communication between them. The RFlD 
reader can read the data emitted from RFID tags. 
RFID readers and tags use a defined RF and protocol 
to transmit and receive data. RFID tags are of two 
types, as either passive or active. Passive RFID tags 
can work without need of the battery (' I. The 
traditional barcode technology is replaced by RFID. 
Moreover, RFID tags are much lighter in weight and 
smaller in volume, and are less expensive than active 
tags. The RF signal transmitted to RFID is reflected 
from a reader and add information by modulating the 
reflected signal I'] The only drawback of RFlD is 
that its range is very limited. The typical reading 
range is 1-2 m, and the cost of the readers is 
relatively high. Active RFID tags include the small 
transceivers. These transceivers can actively transmit 
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F. Fjllgerpri"lillK 
The authors N. Kothari, B. Kannan, Evan. 

Glasgow and, and M. Dias in the paper 1'1 "Robusl 
Indoor Localization on a Commercial Smart Phone," 
which was published in the International Workshop 
on Cooperative Robots and Sensor Networks, 2014 
have described the technique of fingerprinting. 
Fingerprinling also was known as mapping or sceoe 
analysis is the approach that is used for tracking 
whieh is based on geometrical measurements. This 
system shows the basic idea of fingerprinting is to 
build a database with features of the seenario at 
reference locations and then apply regression 
techniques to match tbe measurement and infer 
current position. It eonsists of access point's 
database to store results and fingerprints. 
Fingerprinting can be elassified mainly into types as 
follows 16t. 

1] Oillioe training phase: 
The scenario is surveyed at known loeations, and 

tbe features of the environment at each site are then 
recorded into a database. These features nre referrcd 
to .s fingerprints and could be RSS, magnetometer 
measurements, or any other type of data that is 
position-dependent. For instance, when RSS is 
considered for fingerprinting, the database is 
composed of the coordinates ofthe training location, 
and the RSS of the nearby AP's measured at this 
place. 

2] Online phase: 
Online phase is also known as operating phase, as 

in this stage actual u ..cking is carried out. This phase 
needs offline phase as the prerequisite. This step 
includes the process where the mobile node 
navigates from one point to other while sensing the 
same type of fingerprints that were recorded in the 
database. The results that are obtained are theu lIsed 
to perform matching with the content of the database 
and provide a correct position of the mobile device 
which is handled by the user. 

Ill.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Indoor localization requires the lligher accuracy. 
GPS cannot be used for tracking inside the building, 
so to find out the accurate location for indoor 
environment system use the RSST-based trilateral 
localization algorithm. This algorithm is the low cost, 
and the algorithm does not require any additional 
hardware support. The algorithm is also easy to 
undersuUld. The battery consumption by this 
technique is quite low as compared to the battery 
consumption of the GPS. Due to these reasons, this 
algorithm has become the important factor for 
localization algorithm in the wireless sensor 
networks. 

Due to increase in developmen _of the wireless 
sensor networks an t e sma evices, the use and 

are also increasing. 

The mobile devices in users hand is used to detect 
three or more public WIFI access points position and 
using the RSS values from these WlFI routers it 
calculates the current location of the mobile device. 
The proposed system can find out the exact location 
of the mobile device under the indoor environment 
and can traverse to the destination using the 
navigation function and also can enable the less 
consumption of the smart mobile battery for th c 
tracking purpose. 

The proposed system architecture has 
shown in Fig 3. The system has one web application 
and one applieation running on the smartphone 
mobile. The smartphone mobile user first downloads 
the map of the indoor environment for which he 
wants to enable the navigation. The position of the 
person is found out by using Received Signal 
Strength (RSS) values. The RSS is measured in 
decibel microvolts per meter (dB-microvolts/m). The 
system takes the assistance from the mobile sensors 
also for the low battery eonsumption and the more 
accurate location of the S!!1a.rt mobile in the indoor 
area. 

Fig 3: Proposed System Architecture. 

In the environment developer can't guess the 
user behavior, the user might be at one position, or 
he can take turns, or the speed variation, all these 
behavior can be pointed out llsing the accelerometer 
and the orientation sensors. These sensors send the 
location samples to the server, and tbose afe plotted 
on the map, and the trajectory is achieved. The 
mobile sensors and the WiFi routers can be utilized 
for the indoor localization because of their high 
accuracy and less consumption of the battery. 

The mobile device has the number of the 
sensors embedded within it, but for this system, it 
uses the accelerometer and the Gyroseope. It 
caleulates the distance value to plot the mobile 
device location and to check the movements of the 
user. To test the speed and the path changes, system 
takes the sensor values. The Magnetometer helps in 
analyzing reference direction towards the gravity. 
WiFi access points are used for identifying the user 
client location by using the RSSI algorithm. In the 
indoor location with each WIFI routers, there are 
some characteristics. The using the 
stt'ength that is the for the 
calculation of the the 

arnoWlt of WiFi a . S lOts 
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